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Children look and learn-then
grow up before you know it! How
they view life as adults depends
on the outlook their parents gave
them as children.
It's a big responsibility, but
parents in more than 195,000
American homes are meeting it
with the help of THE CHRISTIAN
HOME, Methodism's magazine foi·
parents of children and youth.
Whether you have tots or
teens, THE CHRISTIAN HOME offers
you a source of inspiration and
guidance in nurturing your children to Christian maturity. Each
month THE CHRISTIAN HOME provides 64 inviting pages filled with
practical articles on family life,
answers to parents' problems,
daily devotions, features for fun
and guides for Christian growth.
Yet it costs only 60¢ per quarter in quantities to churches or
$3.00 a year for an individual subscription mailed to your home.
Why not order yours now?
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LETTERS
FACING A NEW ERA
IN MALAYSIA
·warm greetings from Singapore.
Singapore, once a British colony and now a
semi-independent island nation, will join with
Brunei, Sarawak, North Borneo, and the Federation of Malaya on August 31 of this year
1963 to form the Federation of Malaysia.
Malaysia is certain to be a bulwark of democracy and peaceful progress in Southeast Asia.
The Youth Department of the Malaya Annual
' Conference of the Methodist Church (the
English-speaking conference of Singapore and
Malaya) has adopted "For the Facing of This
Hour" as its theme for 1963. This is perhaps
typical of the Church's awareness of its new
obligations and opportunities in Malaysia.
I am thankful to have even a small part in
the life and mission of the church in this exciting time and place.
VmcIL DuANE BonEEN
50, Barker Road, Singapore
A TECHNICOLOR VIEW
OF AFRICA
The hovering rains keep grass, trees and
crops a luscious green-and sandy, dirt roads a
liquid red.
Our trip from Portugal to Africa in late
November, 1962, was perfect from beginning
to end. The 16-day ocean voyage was smooth
and warm. Tl;ere were port calls all along the
western coast of Africa, and we had one full
day in tropical Luanda, Angola.
On December 6 we landed at Capetown,
South Africa, and what a beautiful welcomel
Capetown is embraced by the ocean, white
beaches· and Table Mountain.
Just a few days after we stepped off the
train in Salisbury (the capital of Southern
Rhodesia), we were whisked away to one of
the loveliest areas imaginable, and that's where
we are right now. As we study a dialect of
the African Shona language, we look out onto
broad green valleys ·dotted "with thatchedroof, round mud huts; blue and purple mountains with rocky peaks; and multicolored cattle
with swooping long horns.
Our life within this particular area is introducing us to the African culture. We are not
located on a mission station, but in an African
farming community. · There is a Methodist
church and a school; the minister and all the
teachers are Africans. They are in the process
now of building a new church. Recently, as the
men plastered over the brick exterior, the worn.en circled around them and gave encouraging
"whoops" and applause.
Harmonious singing without instrument or
..music book is genuine and spontaneous, and the
voices of the people rise freely from their very
souls when they kneel together in prayer.
DoN AND RUTH RUDY
Nyadiri Methodist Center
P.B. 636 E., Salisbury, S. Rhodesia
"I LOVE INDIA"
I love India. My 35 years here have been
in many ways satisfying. I have seen India win
her independence, and I have seen her grow
into statehood.
I have never become really used to India's
climate, although between seasons I forget how
hot and dusty it can .get here. However, I
would not exchange my time in India for any
time I could have spent elsewhere.
I remember my welcome to India one cool
December night. It must have been between
ten and eleven o'clock when I arrived at
Aligarh. More than a hundred girls and teachers
lined the roadside leading into the compound.
AUGUST 1963
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They sang: "Miss Palmer will shine tonight." I
don't think I have ever shone; but I do hope
that sometimes Christ may have shone through
my life.
Since 1935 I have been working in the villages. There are 700,000 villages in India, and
they need the light of Christ to shine in their
midst.
I love India. I love her countryside-the yellow mustard in winter, and the green grass in
the rains.
When I leave in September I know I will
be homesick. Has there ever been a finer group
of people ready to give sacrificially for the land
they love? How proud I am of India!
PEARL PALMER
Ghaziabad, India

"CAMPFIRES FOR CHRIST"
IN THE CONGO
We marvel in the ways of our Lord. He has
opened a new ministry in the shadow of the
Mission.
Not being able to travel, we began visiting
tiny villages right near the mission station,
where we would have four or five people come
to hear us tell about Christ. Often they were
men who had worked for us in construction
work.
Then one day at the village of Chiswawa,
we had about 15 come out. Then our crowd
built up as a number of these little villages
came together. One day I gave an invitation,
and 18 people accepted Christ.
Since then the work has grown immensely.
Dave Allen suggested that we start evening
"sing services,'' and pretty soon we had crowds
of more than a hundred coming out to a campfire service. There in the flickering shadows of
a campfire not five miles from our station we've
seen men and women step out of the shadow
of eternal death into the light of Christ's salvation.
KENNETH AND LORRAINE ENRIGHT
Mission Methodiste
Sandoa, Congo Republic
"DRINK YOUR MILK AT THE DOOR"
Each morning from 23 to 30 children stand
in front of our Outpatient Department and
drink milk. We insist that they drink at our
door, because otherwise the milk is apt to be
sold to a teashop.
The powdered milk, vitamin preparation, iron,
and other drugs supplied through Church
World Service and UNICEF are much appreciated.
The Indian children like the vitamin preparation ( Pediplate) donated by people in America.
And they are learning to like the Acedilac and
soya bean milk sent through Church World
Service.
The firm of Mead-Johnson & Co. has been
most generous in sending us proteins.
KATHLEEN NORRIS
Ellen T. Cowen Memorial Hospital
Kolar, India
"REAL COWBOY COUNTRY"
At annual conference, Harry was named director of the Methodist primary school in
Trinidad, Bolivia. We are already coming to
love this country. The climate is much the
same ns in Montero, but the atmosphere is different because of the extreme isolation. There
is no road connecting the state of Beni with
the rest of Bolivia. Everything comes and goes
by air or by water during wet season. Hal loves
it because it's real cowboy country.
The "Panamerican" school in Trinidad holds
a position of high prestige in Beni. Children
of ranch families from as far as 200 miles away
come to live with relatives in Trinidad, so they
may share in the high quality education during
4
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the early years of their scholastic career. The
parents of many children are quite eager to pay
the tuition (of $3.30 per month) to provide
their children with this opportunity, but in this
land tl1ere are many more parents who find it
impossible to provide tuition for their children's
schooling.
HARRY AND PAT PEACOCK
Cajoin 2
Trinidad, Bolivia

"TO HONOR CHRIST"
IN HONG KONG
Hong Kong is British in government, Chinese
in population, international in flavour. In the
midst of all this is Chung Chi College which
is trilingual {lectures are given in Mandarin,
Cantonese, and English) and has a staff composed of Chinese, British (including Canadians), and Americans.
This eleven and a half year old institution
has ten departments of specialization, and approximately 600 students, all of whom are
Chinese this year (except two Americans).
About half the student body members are
refugees from China; the others come from this
colony itself or from Malaya, Singapore,
Sarawak, or North Borneo.
Chung Chi in Chinese means "to honor
Christ." It was founded by a group of British
and American Protestant Christian missionaries
and members of the Hong Kong churches. The
campus is now located in New Territories, the
"country" part of this colony.
Chung Chi and two other post-secondary
colleges are moving in the direction of a
federated Chinese University.
MYRA M. DAWNIE
Chung Chi College
Ma Liu Shui
New Territories, Hong Kong
"OUR PRESIDENT •...
WITH ABILITY AND DIGNITY"
We had a wonderful conference (Central
Congo, Woman's Annual Conference). Mama
Uya Lokali, our president, presided with ability
and dignity.
She asked all the returned women missionaries to stand before the women of the conference. Graciously and lovingly she welcomed
us back to the Congo. Each missionary woman
was given a new Otetela Bible, with the emblem of the Woman's Society printed thereon.
None of us had even suspected that such a
gift was coming. It was indeed a thrilling moment.
MRs. E. H. LovELL
B. P. 126
Kindu, Republique du Congo
POPULAR SEMINAR ON COUNSELLING
IN INDIA
The Y. M. C. A. has organized a seminar
on counselling. It is being led by Dr. James
Stringham, who is now in charge of the Nur
Manzi! Psychiatric Center. Dr. Stringham combines his deep Christian experience \vith his
knowledge of psychiatry in a way that is most
helpful.
The seminar has become very popular, and
each week the attendance is growing.
E!llMA COLLINS THOMPSON
Lal Bagh Higher Secondary School
Lucknow, India
VITAL ORGANIZATIONS IN
THE PHILIPPINES
I have visited the \Vorld Health Organization here in Manila, and have learned something of the work of this agency in the
Philippines. Another organization which is becoming very real to me is UNICEF, which
provides milk for undernourished children. The

Methodist Social Center has a part in this program.
Here at the Center every Tuesday we can
see what excess farm products from the United
States, administered by Church World Service,
can mean to people in poverty. About 115
families in this neighborhood receive food
rations here.
ADAIR MYE!I
Box 1600
Manila, Philippines

THE GIFTS OF HEALING
In the January, 1963, issue of WORLD OUTLOOK there was a report of a conference of
African church leaders [pages 5 and 6].
One of the statements of this conference concerned Christian healing-that prayers should
be made for the renewal of the gifts of healing
and exorcism and the laying-on of hands.
At our monthly healing service at Old
Umtali, follo\ving Holy Communion, there is
prayer, and there is the laying-on of hands. 'We
believe that Christ heals today, through His
church.
After a careful explanation that any healing
comes from Christ only, Larry and his associate,
the Reverend John Munjoma, pass along the
altar. On the head of each kneeling person a
pair of white hands and a pair of brown hands
are placed, and individual prayer is made for
each person.
How faithless we are if we do not believe
that the God who can make us can also heal us!
HELEN AND LARRY EISENBERG
Old Umtali Mission Center
Umtali, Southern Rhodesia
DIVING FROM A RED BOAT IN KOREA
The children enjoyed a new experience last
summer-our first time at camping. The river
where we camped was quite wide, but not
deep enough to keep us am:ious.
The boys of our wood-work shop made a
boat-a red boat. The children pulled it togetl1er, and even dived from it.
Since we had the camping time together
I have felt closer to the children. When we
meet in the hall they greet me happily.
EsnmR LAIRD
Methodist Mission
Taejon, Korea
JUNGLE CAMP MEETING AND AUGUST
RETREAT
Attending Jungle Camp Meeting was a highlight of my year. About sh: thousand people
camped under tl1e trees for a week of special
meetings. The Methodists in the South hold
this camp every year.
During August I organized a Retreat for
women appointed as District Evangelists. Fortyfive workers, representing the eleven conferences, attended. As tl1e women shared tl1eir
experiences we felt that the church in India
is alive-there is health and vitality.
FnANCES MAJOR
22, Club Back Road
Byculla, Bombay, India
CAROLINA CAMPUS LEADER TO URUGUAY
We are proud of Charles \Varren, a June
graduate of Pfeiffer College, who is going to
Uruguay in the autumn as a short-term missionary worker for the Division of World i\lissions of The Methodist Church.
Charles has established himself as a leader
on the campus. He has served as president of
the Pfeiffer Missions Club, is a member of the
soccer team, and treasurer of the Campus
Christian Life Council.
i\IAllY F. FLOYD (deaconess-teacher)
Pfeiffer College
i\·lisenheimcr, N.C.
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EDITORIALS
The Episcopacy and Unity
In the June World Parish, published by the \iVorld :Methodist Council, the leading editorial, written by
Dr. Franz Hildebrandt of Drew University, on the proposed union between British Methodism and the
Church of England, is so important
that we are printing it here, almost in
its entirety. He gathers together the
reaction on the part of some British
Methodist leaders to the acceptance
by Methodists of the Anglican idea of
the episcopacy with its implications
of apostolic succession.
"Above all," one says, "it [the episcopacy J is not found in Holy Scripture and can therefore not be imposed
upon a Church of the Reformation as
an 'extra but essential gift.' It is historically incapable of proof, 'a fable
which no man ever did or could
prove.' (John Wesley). It is not the
safeguard of unity and doctrinal integrity it is claimed to be; Rome, for
example, does not recognize the Anglican succession. Besides, 'for what
outward continuity may be worth,
most Methodists would prefer to be
visibly one with the Churches of the
Reformation than with medieval and
un-reformed Christendom.'
"Liberty of interpretation, repeatedly mentioned in the Report," cannot disguise the fact that 'actions
speak louder than words'; while in the
proposed Service of Reconciliation,
thanks to Anglican charity and humility, Methodists would reciprocally lay
hands on Anglicans, it is only the
hands of Anglican Bishops that can
convey 'grace for the office of priest in
the Church of God' and thus fit the
Methodist ministry for intercommunion. 'There can be no doubt that
this act is capable of being, and in
some quarters certainly will be, interpreted as an act of ordination .... The
only satisfactory solution would be
for neither party to lay hands on the
other; in this way it would be unambiguously clear that ordination was
not in mind. This course has, however, been explicitly rejected. There
must be episcopal laying-on of hands.'
"Attention is drawn [by those in opposition] to the unscriptural use of the
* Conversations between the Church of England and The Methodist Church-A Report.
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reach eagerly for a glass of cool milk
to accompany a slice of apple pie.
But how do we really value milk?
Ask a ten-year-old girl in Moradabad,
India. She is holding a large white
ball, powdered milk mixed with water,
and she answers: "It's the most wonderful candy!"
For Pak Hyuk Kim, a tiny lad in
Pusan, Korea, a pan of powdered milk
not only stops the pangs of hunger
but also spells the difference between
a dull day and a bright day.
A tired refugee mother in the Middle East knows that a daily ration of
milk makes a difference for her infant-the difference between life and
death.
A Methodist bulletin that came to
us from \Vest Pakistan states:
"It's amazing to see the improvement in a child's bodily health that
one cup of milk and one vitamin pill
per day will provide! One thousand
Methodist school children receive
each day a cup of milk and a multivitamin pill, each, from supplies provided by Church World Service.
Three women volunteers from the
Brooks Memorial Church go each day
to the Maternity Center to distribute
the milk and vitamins to mothers and
children."
The director of the United Nations
Food and Agriculh1ral Organization
(FAO), Dr. B. R. Sen, said recently:
"In addition to the perhaps 500
millions who are literally starving,
one billion people-a third of the
world's population-are existing on
inadequate or improper diets."
An increase in the production and
a better distribution of the present
supply of milk available will do much
to change this appalling situation. For
milk can make the difference between
stunted growth and a healthy childhood for millions of children.
Through Slwre Our Substance, an
interdenominational appeal, Methodists can send life-saving and life-sustaining milk to much of the world.
In recent years, one dollar given
to the S. 0. S. has provided over 300
The (Powdered) Milk of
pounds of milk for distiibution overHuman Kindness
seas. How is this "milk miracle" posAmericans love to drink milk. Our sible? The milk comes from U. S. agrisoldier boys surprised the peoples of cultural surpluses; and government
other lands in recent years by their funds pay the freight cost."'"
eagerness to get glasses of milk.
**The headquarters office of Methodist ComTeenagers and adults go for milk mittee for Overseas Relief: Room 1373, 475
shakes, tasty and filling. Most of us Riverside Drive, New York 27, N.Y.

word priest, 'expressly connected with
sacrificial views of the Eucharist and
with the power to pronounce absolution' in contradiction to the 1932
Deed of Union [of the British Methodist churches] which states explicitly that 'for the sake of Church Order
and not because of any priestly virtue
inherent in the office the ministers of
the Iv1ethodist Church are set apart
by ordination to the Ministry of the
Word and Sacraments.'
"At this point, as well as on the basis
of the proposed 'strictest invariability
of episcopal ordination' (in case of
Methodism's full organic union with
the Church of England), the break of
full communion between Methodism
and the Churches of the Reformation
will be come 1mavoidable; 'out of the
unification there will emerge a somewhat larger Church of England, but
fatally weakened by the fact that
Methodism itself had abandoned the
liberty that some Anglicans had been
striving to keep for it.'
"In an explanato1y article in the
M etlzodist Recorder [Great Britain]
Professor Kingsley Barrett elaborated
that 'even if the present proposals are
rejected, nothing has been lost and
much has been gained.' \iVhilst a YES
now would commit British Methodism irrevocably not merely to intercommunion, but complete union with
Canterbury on the basis of the 'historic episcopate' as conditio sine qua
non; to the acceptance of a rite indistinguishable from ordination, and to
the existence of a society of priests
and non-priests-a NO means only
negation of the wrong kind of unity
achieved by the wrong methods,
leaves the door open for further conversations, recognizes that the Church
of England really has moved in a way
for which we should be grateful,' and
provides the opportunity for the renewal of Methodism in terms of its
mission and resources, as the largest
Church of the Reformation in England. 'This is the real step forward.' "
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EDITORIALS CONT'D

The Revolution Is Here
The action of 239 missionaries of
The Methodist Church in preparing
a memorial for General Conference
asking for "immediate action" in integrating church life at all levels and
agreeing tl1€mselves to take an active
part in the civil rights struggle of
American Negroes helps to place tl1is
struggle in a proper context for American Christians.
For some years now, American
Methodists have been talking about
tl1e "colonial revolution of our times"
and about tl1e role and responsibility
of tl1e Christian church in this revolution. We have piously denounced
the sins of colonialism and tl1anked
God that we suffered from no such
moral defect. \Ve were quick to point
out tl1at the ideological basis of much
of the unrest stemmed from Christian
teachings on the worth of tlie individual.
At the same time, there was a
category of "race relations" about
which we worried. Fortunately, we
were able to assure ourselves that
progress was being made and that
much time was needed to solve this
vexing problem.
Well, something has gone wrong
with our analysis. To our surprise and
dismay, we have run smack out of
time and tl1e colonial revolution of
our time is upon us. The question now
is, what are we going to do about it.
The answer is so simple as to be
breathtaking-Practice what we've
been preaching all these years. Deep
down inside, we all know the basic
rights and wrongs of this question.
Life, however, is not that simple.
Habit, fear, false pride and social
pressure are hard things to break
through for most of us and we confess, with St. Paul, that "The good
which I want to do, I fail to do; but
what I do is the wrong which is
against my will . . ."
This is particularly true in a revolution. As the momentum rises, yesterday's acceptable position becomes
unacceptable today and earns only
contempt tomorrow. This can make
living through a revolution a very unpleasant thing.
The answer to this dilemma is that
it is the mission of the Christian to
witness to the destruction of all
6
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pointed out as an emerging new factor in the situation.
Nothing short of peace with justice
and the development of international
friendship and understanding can
suffice as a goal. Only the most persistent and determined efforts, and
apparently only military strength and
firmness
can guarantee progress
New Hope for Peace
toward that goal.
President Kennedy took his AmerThe country is ready to take daring
ican University commencement ad- risks to achieve the ends which all
dress last June as tl1e occasion to humanity seeks. This is what proannounce a distinctly new policy re- phetic voices have been demanding.
garding the vexed problems that have It is encouraging to think that these
clouded relations with tl1e Soviet risks can be taken with greater hope
Union. A few days earlier a number of success at present than was possiof representatives of non-govern- ble even a few months ago.
mental agencies had been called to
Washington to hear tl1e explanation
Empty Picture Frames
of the proposed steps in the direction
In the new educational building
of peaceful coexistence as they were
set forth by officials of the State De- of Gobin Memorial Church at Greencastle, Indiana, are prominently dispartment.
The new strategy was outlined in played three handsome picture
terms of the removal of sources of frames all of which were empty when
irritation, gestures in the direction of we saw them last June. In one of these
unilateral action to reduce the nuclear frames instead of a picture appears
threat, renewed efforts toward a dis- a neatly printed notice which reads
armament treaty, the establishment something like this: "This frame is
of a direct line for emergency com- reserved for the picture of the first
munication between the White House member of this church who answers
and the Kremlin, and the possible the call to missionary service." The
renewal of a summit approach to long- second is reserved for the first member of the church who responds to the
standing problems.
Thus far the implementation of the call to the ministry. The third frame
new policy seems to have had favor- has no description of the kind of perable results, and all who recognize the son whose picture is to be placed
terrific dangers which threaten man- in it-indeed there is no promise to
kind in this age of nuclear weapons use a picture in it at all. One gets the
will welcome every step that can be impression, however, that equal hontaken toward ending the cold war. or should be accorded, whether his
The widening breach between picture appears or not, to one who
Russia and China in their disagree- may not be called to the mission field
ment about the use of war to obtain or the ministry but who gives his life
the overthrow of capitalism and the in service to God as a consecrated
establishment of world-wide Com- worker in his kingdom.
munism is a factor to be considered in
For those who are aware of the
American policy. It must be remem- acute need for a young woman to
bered, however, that the aims of both replace a retiring missionary in Korea,
parties to tl1e disagreement remain for teachers in tl1e Congo, for new
the same. Both Russia and China are workers in Sumatra and in a hundred
unshaken in their determination that other places at home and abroad,
Communism shall rule the world. these empty picture frames represent
While hope for understanding with much more than the opportunity to
Russia and perhaps the ultimate set- receive recognition in the local
tlement of persistent problems is church. They stand for the vacant
brighter, the American people and places, the needy people, the chalany government which represents lenges to serve Christ on the frontiers
their interests must remain alert and of his kingdom at home and overseas.
Do you know someone whose picstrong.
The possibility tl1at China may ture would fit one of these empty
soon have the atom bomb has been frames? How about your own?

human baniers and to the transcendence of reconciling love.
This the missionaries can help us to
realize. Now we must all do what
they spend their lives doing-crossing tl1e strong yet artificial human
boundaries.
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may have been a time when
there was just one "sending" counby for missions. But you have to
go back to the days of St. Paul to find it.
\Ve Americans get the idea that we
are custodians of the Gospel and divinely appointed to preach it to the heathen.
\Vell, we are. But only among many.
In early Christian history, the Greek
and Roman worlds to which Paul carried
the Gospel soon had their own preachers
and missionaries. Indeed, the day came
• when the \Vest carried the Christian
faith back to the Holy Land.
HERE

by EDWIN H. MAYNARD
Increasingly, the Christian missionary
comes from all countries of the world.
Mr. Maynard, editor of The Methodist Story, gives 11s some examples.
In our own day we are learning that
America has no monopoly on missions
-never has had, except perhaps in our
own minds. vVe are discovering not
even a two-way street, but something

Edwin H. Maynard

Mr. Shiro Ahc 11oints lo a poster announcing a special offering for the foreign missions
program of the United Church of Christ in Japan. Poster reads: "Send a medical missionary from Japan lo Indonesia." United Church has missionaries serving in Ilrazil, Ilolivin,
Okinawa, Indonesia, Thailand and Taiwan.
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more akin to airways, with traffic in
every imaginable direction.
The countries we think of as receivers
of the Gospel from us now are sending
out missionaries of their own. Sometimes
this merely means finding the consecrated and qualified people. In other
cases it means supporting them as well.
Of the fields where Methodists work,
there are two spots where the team is
gloriously mixed. One is Sarawak, tropical colony along the northwest coast
of Borneo. The other is the Himalayan
mountain kingdom of Nepal, yawning
itself awake after a sleep of centuries.
The Methodist mission team in Sarawak includes rr:ien and women from the
Philippines, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, India, England and America.
Dean of the non-American group is
the Hev. Lucius D. !vlamora, a Batak
from Sumatra (Indonesia). He started
his missionary career early, going first
to the Senoi tribespeople of :tvlalaya.
\Vhen the government there ruled in 1939
that foreigners could no longer work
among aborigines, he transferred to Sarawalc He's been there ever since.
In 1948 Mr. Mamora was joined by
another Batak, the Rev. Jaleb :tvfanunmg.
Both are now dish·ict superintendents.
The same year saw the arrival of the
Rev. Burr Baughman, recently of China,
with his Chinese wife, Tek Lin, who now
teaches English in the school at Kapit.
Since that time others have arrived from
manv directions.
At Kapit the elementary school faculty
now includes an American manager,
Cecil Kirk, and representatives of the
three major races of Sarawak: Iban,
Chinese and Malay. In addition there is
a Filipino missionary, ~ 1fiss Josephina
Ortiz.
Miss Ortiz, daughter of a minister,
was graduated from the University of
Manila and taught for four years in the
Philippines. Then she enrolled in seminary, not knowing just what she would
do. \Vhile in seminary in Manila she
learned of the possibility of becoming
a missionary. And here she is.
The middle school at Kapit has as its
headmaster Phillip Samuel of the Mar
Thoma Syrian Church, in southern India.
He was selected by his church as a mis[ :3/D
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sionary, but his salary comes from the
school.
At the new medical project, Christ
Hospital, Kapit, the staff includes a munber of Chinese, some born in Sarawak
and others from China or Hong Kong.
The superintendent is a Filipino, Dr.
Lorence L. Crisologo, and his assistant
is an American. The head nmse is from
the Philippines, a graduate of the school
of nursing of i\fary Johnston Hospital.
Several other Filipino nurses are on the
staff, all b·ained at :tvlarv Johnston.
Another Filipino wh~ 1:ecently joined
the hospital staff operates the new dental
clinic. Members of the hospital staff had
wanted to begin the dental work, but
it could not be £tted into the hospital
budget. Dr. L. Q. Sison had been selected by the Board of Missions of The
Methodist Church in the Philippines and
was willing to come on faith. :Members
of the hospital staff agreed to conb"ibute
to the dentist's salary out of their tithes.
His work is supported also by i\fothodists
of Malaya. A little Advance Special help
has come from the U.S.
Up the river and into the jungle is the
outpost mission station of Nanga Mujong.
In charge there is an American Negro,
the Rev. Thomas A. Harris. Tom and
Jennie, as they are l"Tiown to many
friends back home, operate an agricultural demonsb·ation and e:-.J)eriment center with a staff that is largely Iban. There
are Chinese teachers in the elementary
school, though, and the pastor of the
Iban congregation is Kayan, one of the
other tribes of Sarawak. Presiding over
the clinic is another Mary J olmston nurse
from the Philippines.
Down at Sibu, provincial capital and
Methodist headquarters, more of the international missionmy force is to be
found.
Principal of the new ( 1956) Methodist
Theological School is Dr. Ivy Chou, who
came to Sarawak from the Chinese mainland. Among her faculty are men from
England, India, and Indonesia.
The Rev. and Mrs. Terrence Joseph
come from Agra, home of the Taj Mahal.
The Methodist Church in Southern Asia
-that is, Indian Methodism-selected
them and undertakes their support. Up
to now, however, exchange difficulties
have prevented Indian Methodists from
getting salary and e:-.J)ense money to
them.
The Rev. Daud Palilu represents the
Indonesian Council of Churches, which
has also sent a missionary to Malaya and
plans to send others to the Philippines
and to New Caledonia.
The Methodist School, Sibu, has an
Englishman, Keith V. Wiltshire, as principal. Deans of the Chinese and English
departments are both Chinese. Among
8
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The faculty of the Methodist Primary School, Kapit, Sarawak, includes l\'lalays, Chinese,
lbans and lllclanos (Sarawak tribes), Filipino and Amcl"icans.

teachers are employed local staff and
missionaries selected and sent by the
Methodist Board of Missions in the Philippines and the Baptist church of the
Naga Hills, a h·ibal area of eastern India.
Rounding out the international picture
in Sarawak is Miss Sophie Stronach, an
Australian nurse sent by the Methodist
Chmch of Australasia. She operates a
clinic at the downriver village of Tulai.
Comparable with Sarawak, yet quite
different, is the missionary force in Nepal. It is not only international, but interdenominational.
The United Christian Mission to Nepal h·aces its beginnings to 1952, when
a Methodist educational missionary to
India, Dr. Robert Fleming, and his wife
spent a holiday in Nepal, pursuing bird
specimens for Chicago's Field Museum.
The idea of a mission was born among
:tviethodists, but as the idea grew, so
did the thought that it should be a
mission representing churches of many
lands.
The result today is a service mission
under official sponsorship of seventeen
denominations in twelve counb"ies. There
are 70 missionaries and 60 employed
workers, Christians from India and Nepal. The representation is to be increased
soon when Japan sends a public health
doctor and two nurses.
The Methodist Church is re1jresented
by Dr. Fleming, who is on the adminish·ative staff, Dr. Bethel Fleming, his
physician wife; a medical couple, Dr.

Edgar and Dr. Elisabeth Miller; and a
short-term medical technologist, Miss
Winifred Sandberg.
Others in Nepal come from Canada,
Australia, England, and the continent of
Europe. Denominations include Presbyterians, Baptist, United Church of Canada, Disciples, Mennonite and several
independent missions.
The international team in Nepal is
entirely lay. Under agreement with the
government it does not engage in
evangelism. Its ministry is one of service
-eighty per cent medical, fifteen per
cent educational and five per cent agricultural.
There are other spots where missions
are international on a lesser scale. The
Methodist team in Sumah·a has three
Swedish workers and two English along
with Americans. One of the most popular
Methodist workers in Okinawa is the
Christian Educator and fonner Crusade
Scholar, Filamina Natividad, sent and
supported by the church in the Philippines.
The Philippine board is not able to
provide support for most of the missionaries it selects. Miss Natividad is something of a pilot project.
'Vhen it was found that her housing
allowance would not provide quarters
as commodious as those enjoyed by
Americans in Okinawa, well-meaning
friends offered to negotiate for supplemental housing funds from the States.
She quickly waved them aside. She is
proud of being supported wholly by
WORLD OUTLOOK
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This surgical nursing team at Shanta Bhawan Hospital in Nepal includes an American and
a Japanese-American as well as two Nepalis.

her church in her own country and wants
to live within what the Philippine church
can provide.
The United Church of Christ in Japan
has an agricultural expert at Allahabad
Institute in India, a professor in a seminary in Thailand, a physician in a leper
mission in Taiwan, one missionary each
in Okinawa, Bolivia and Brazil, and two
physicians each in Indonesia and Nepal.
The foreign missions program of the
Japanese church began on its present
basis in 1960. The first year its budget
was 800,000 yen (about $1,300). In its
second year the budget was a million
yen. · Last Sept. 24 an offering was received through the United Church with
a goal of 2,000,000 yen for support of a
medical missionary to Indonesia. Japanese Christians gave 1,200,00 yen.
The Methodist Central Conference of
Southeastern Asia-which sh·etches from
; Sarawak to Burma-has had a Board of
Missions since 1956. Its work is entirely
! within
the Singapore Episcopal Area
and so in a technical sense is home missions, but personnel and support flow
across several international boundaries.
Mission headquarters are in Singapore
and the chairman is Ee Soon Howe, dis' tinguished Chinese businessman. The
board carries some of its projects alone.
In other cases joint arrangements have
been made whereby the Division of
World :tviissions in New York pays a part
of the cost. For six regional programs the
Singapore board has a budget of $29,520
Straits dollars (equal to about $10,000
i
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U.S. ). New York money takes up the
difference between this and the total
budget of $48,120.
Two Chinese projects in Malaya employ six workers and there are three
missionaries among Tamil people at three
locations. The Singapore boards puts $1,200 a year into the work of the Rev.
T. Thangaraj in the Andaman Islands.
Last year the board employed two
workers of the Senoi h·ibe of Malaya in
response to the request for help by Senoi
Christians who had been threatened for
their faith. They were conveits from
earlier mission work begun in 1924during the era when Mr. Mamora
worked with the Senois. The new project
has a budget of $13,500 a year.
A budget of $15,000 is applied to six
separate projects in Sarawak.
The Singapore board also has some
arrangements that sound very much like
Advance Specials. A Rangoon businessman gave a speedboat for the Rev.
Lucius D. 1famora to use on the water
highways of Sarawak in his work as district superintendent.
Members of Wesley Church, a big
English-language church in Singapore,
have been making scholarship gifts of
$5 a month to keep Senoi children in
school. It is called an "adoption plan"
because of the personal tie between the
donor and the child. In one month $2,700
was given from this one church for the
children. There are 35 Senoi children
receiving schooling under this arrangement.

Mr. Ee is perhaps the biggest single
asset that the Central Conference Board
of Missions has. He has sparked the
adoption plan and he spends much of
his time traveling about to speak. And
he never speaks without receiving an offering.
"Our problem is that we are new at
this thing," he says. "VVe have not yet
learned to give for missions." Quotas are
assigned to each annual conference and
church on the basis of $8.50 a year per
member, but the churches do not all
meet their quotas. Still, the spirit seems
to be growing.
The lesson that Singapore Area Methodists are trying to learn is perhaps the
most important part of the new pattern.
It is an uncomfortable thing for a mission church to always be on the receiving
end. It is not only uncomfortable; it is
poor h·aining in stewardship.
In many regions Christians need to
take on this growth in stewardship that
can come from assuming missionary responsibilities, even while they are receiving.
In other areas the first lesson has already been learned-sometimes too well.
The United Church of Christ in Japan,
for example, is driving with determination toward self-support. Actually, the
church is on the verge of achieving selfsupport of its ministry and parish work,
but it will be many years before Japanese Christians can assume full responsibility for financing the schools and
other institutions. \i\Tishing will not make
it otherwise.
Obsessed with a desire not to be dependent, the Japanese through their missions program are on the verge of discovering how all Christians can be dependent upon one another. The dollar
received from abroad will not seem
pauperizing when at the same time there
are yen going out for others.
W1.1ether international missions involve
finances or people or both, they are a
major step in the maturing of a church.
As a young church learns to reach out,
not just in its back yard, but across seas,
it is growing up. It is moving toward
fulfillment of its mission.
This is the greatest value of all.

"Every Christian is responsible for the
people of other races and nations. Asian
and African Christians cannot forfeit
their responsibility to witness to Americans. Our spiritual li\•cs arc their concern.
They arc as responsible to proclaim the
Gospel to us as we are to proclaim it to
them. This mutuality and intcrdcpen·
clence of Christians is one of the most
hopeful factors to he seen within the
world today."
Tracey }{. Jones, Jr.,
0111· ilfi.uion Tocla)'
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... by ARV A C. FLOYD

The
Mission
e

Have
Been
Given
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FOURTH OF JULY is Independce Day for us. But almost any
day on the calendar may now be
Independence Day for some new nation
somewhere in the world, because so
many of them have been springing up in
our time.
The principal reason for this is the
breaking up of the colonial empires of
the past, most of which were built by
supposedly Christian nations. In both the
building and the administration of them,
a great deal of harshness and even brutality was in evidence. In much of this,
great territories were conquered outright and taken over by the ruling power.
In some cases brute force was used, while
in others more clever devices were employed. In a variety of ways the continent of Africa, for example, was reduced, and just about ninety-four per
cent of the whole of it was parcelled out
among the European powers.
The turmoil taking place in our time,
in many widely separated parts of the
world, is in large measure due to the
determined reaction of captive peoples
against their former state of bondage.
In the whole system of colonialism, many
of the little peoples of the earth were
gravely hurt. We cannot then dismiss
lightly their bitter outcry against the
imperialist. Therefore, there now comes
into play the basic Christian doctrine of
restitution-that is, that amends be made
to those who have been abused.
But many of the new nations now
coming into life do not have a solid
foundation in ideas and convictions upon which to build. This poses a gigantic
problem for the future. And for Christians, it poses a missionary demand-that
we supply tl1ese emerging nations a solid
groundwork upon which to base their
new national life in independencefoundations that will prove adequate to
sustain them in all of the crises that
surely will come upon them.
In the past, we have thought of the
response of the church to needs overseas
as missions. We have thought of missions as one phase of the work of the
church. Most of tlie members of our
churches have tended to regard missions
in the way that students sometimes think
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of a certain course in college-that is,
as an elective. Each one might take it or
leave it as he chooses. Or again, one
man might take up bowling, while his
neighbor prefers not to. Unforrunately,
this rather casual attitude has characterized not only our laymen, but also many
of our ministers. Some have taken missions seriously, others have not.
As a natural result, the cause of missions has tended to be - seriously neglected-either by choice, or by oversight. It has therefore been supported
actively by a minority of those who make
up our churches, and the overall results
have been quite disheartening-even
alarming, when they are portrayed
graphically.
For example, we Methodists have
about one thousand fewer missionaries
overseas today than we had in 1923, exactly forty years ago. Again, in the
decade of the 1950's, for every dollar
raised and spent by the Methodists, we
averaged putting eighty-five cents into
the operation of the local church; twelve
cents into our benevolent activities in
this country; and three cents into foreign
missions. These figures, and many others
' which might be cited, cry out for some
new concept for the new age now beginning.
Therefore, it is now proposed that we
1:
drop the final s off the word missions,
I, and begin to use the word mission. W'e
I. must associate with it a new set of ideas
I,, and build into it a vigorous content of
iI. meaning.
God's people have been sent on a misi
I·
sion-to confront man with the concern
~ of God.
The Bible clearly sets forth this concept of mission.
The mission first was committed to
Abraham: "Go from your country and
your kindred and your father's house to
the land that I will show you. And I
will make you a great nation, ... so that
you will be a blessing . . . and by you
all the families of the earth will be
blessed." (Gen. 12:1-3).
The mission was reaffirmed to Moses
and to those who came after him.
. All the earth shall be filled with
the glory of the Lord" (Num. 14:21).
1
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". . . That all the peoples of the earth
may know . . ." (First Kings, 8:43). "I
will give you as a light to the nations."
(Isaiah, 49:6).
To their own great sorrow God's people failed to accept and carry out the
mission. Instead they themselves were
carried away into captivity. After languishing in Bablyon, they were eventually released and rerurned to their homeland. Here, as they undertook to reestablish their nation, a narrow nationalistic
pride settled upon them, and the later
period of Judaism was one of severe
isolation from and scorn of other peoples.
But this refusal to accept the ancient
mission was not universally approved.
In protest to that ugly spirit, at least one
significant voice was raised, and we have
the result of it in the beautiful little parable of Jon ah. Here is a gem from those
times, and it cries out against the racial
exclusiveness and the lack of a sense of
mission among God's people.
In the New Testament, the principle
of mission looms large and clear. And
it is a mission to the world.
At the outset, Jesus launches his mission at Nazareth by reading from the
scroll, "He has annointed me to preach
good news to the poor. He has sent me
to proclaim release to the captives and
recovering of sight to the blind, to set at
liberty those who are oppressed.
"
(Luke 4:18).
At other places in the Gospels too
numerous to mention, the principle of
mission shines through. To point out a
few-Jesus often resorted to symbols in
order to teach a vivid lesson. "You are
the salt of the earth," he said in speaking to a group of his friends. Salt gives
flavor and tone and quality to our food.
It penetrates the whole in an equal degree and makes it all palatable. Symbolically, it is the whole earth that is to
be enriched by the Christian spirit.
Again he said to them, "You are the
light of the world." Light helps us to
find the way. In old Arabia there was a
method of judging that daylight had
fully come, by being able to distinguish
a white thread from a black one. It is
spiritual illumination that enables us to

tell readily the good from the evil. Again,
light is to dispel darkness. Jesus is saying
that it is those who follow the Christian
way of life who are to lift the darkness,
the darkness "of the world." Wherever
the darkness lingers, there the Christian
has a mission. The deeper the darkness
the more imperative is the mission.
The best-loved verse in all the New
Testament is John 3:16-"For God so
loved the world that he gave his only
son, that whoever believes in him should
not perish but have eternal life." 'i\Te
might add without doing violence to the
sense of the verse, "Wherever he may
live."
Everybody remembers John 3:16, but
very few of us remember John 3:17,
which reads, "For God sent the son into
the world, not to condemn the world but
that the world might be saved through
Him." In these two verses the word
"world" appears four times. Over and
over again Jesus proclaims that his mission is to the world. The Methodists take
pride in quoting John Wesley, "The
world is my parish." But, by our attih1des, too many of us really are saying:
"My parish is my world."
The harrowing experiences of Jesus'
arrest and trial, his crucifixion and death
-and afterward the glory of his resurection-these must have winnowed away
from his thinking all but the most important things which he wished to leave
with his disciples. It is in these circumstances, at the very end, when those last
words of his fell from his lips-again
reasserting the mission-"Go therefore
and make disciples of all nations." (Matt.
28:19).
'Vith those words, he then passed on
the mission which he so heroically had
served to those in whom he had great
confidence-those by whom and of
whom the church was fashioned. The
church fell heir to the mission-the mission to confront the whole family of man
with the great concern of God. This was
to be its principal task. Jesus had
launched the mission, but at his death
it was far from completed. Those first
Christians eagerly seized it and pressed
it forward with courage. 'i\Te are told
[ 383]
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they went "eve1)'where" proclaiming the
great good news.
The book of Acts is the first chapter
in the vivid story of the acceptance of
the mission and the pursuing of it with
great zeal. Difficulties and even grave
dangers almost immediately were thrown
in the way of the young church, but the
first messengers of it-that is, the Apostles-all according to strong tradition,
lost tlleir lives in their courageous dedication to tl1e mission. Indeed, in reading
Acts, one gets tlie impression that the
church tl1ought of itself primarily as the
agent of the mission. Consequently, its
growtl1 and expansion was immediate
and continuous.
Paul soon becomes tl1e towering figure
of the book of Acts, and in his various
journeys out and home, we track him
into the islands of tl1e Mediterannean,
across Asia Minor, and into Europe. The
book of Acts begins in Jerusalem, but it
ends in Rome-far, far to tlle '¥est. It
appears that the time-span covered by
the record in the Acts is hardly more
than thirty or tllirty-five years, the worklife of one man, but the spread of the
faith is tremendous.
Ne:-..t to Jesus, Paul looms largest
among tlie first Christians, and of course
he contributed more to the New Testament than any otller writer. In our
studies of Paul we have dealt with him
too much as the theologian; whereas, in
reality, Paul was first and always the
missionary. His spirit of "this-one-thingI-do" marks him as the leader of a mission. Out of his heroic activities came
his Epistles, and they are somewhat like
pastoral letters, from the heart of one
absorbed in a great mission.
After the close of the New Testament,
the mission continues to £ow outward.
We do not have accurate records of its
advance, but we do lmow that certain
great cities of the ancient world became
centers of the Christian movement.
One would have to search diligently
through the annals of history to find anything to match this record of heroic
achievement-a mission pressed relentlessly against overwhelming odds, but
always in the spirit of love and self-sacrifice. By the time of the Council of
Nicaea, A.D. 325, it is estimated that
about ten per cent of the population of
the provinces of the Roman Empire
around the Mediterannean Sea were
Christians. Recalling tlmt this movement
began witll the carpenter of Nazareth,
and among a depressed people in a despised little corner of that great empire,
this achievement is nothing short of magnificent.
Beginning with the Emperor Constantine, who is linked with the Council of
Nicaea, a great shadow falls across the
12
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church and its m1ss1on. Constantine
embraced the church, and it became
the consort of the Empire. As such,
the church gradually lost much of its
inner integrity and its earlier vitality.
Nicaea was but tlie first of a long series
of Councils, in which tl1e eyes of the
church were turned inward upon itself, and it became more and more
preoccupied with its dogmas, in the
defining and analyzing of which there
came endless debating and wrangling,
disputing and quaITeling. Division
followed division, and the oneness of
tl1e church was gone. The high sense of
mission subsided; and in its officially organized life, tl1e church practically forgot its compulsion to reach out.
When Islam arose in Arabia, and the
armies of the Mohammedans swept
northward across Palestine and Syria and
Asia Minor; when they raced westward
across Egypt and all of North Africa and
into Spain, they discovered that the vitality and courage, which so highly had
characterized the church of the earlier
centuries, had almost completely disappeared. It had little resistance to offer
to the demands of Islam, in great contrast
to its stout-hearted standing up to the
earlier persecutions of the Roman Empire. In contrast, it was crushed like a
hollow shell in the hands of the Mohammedans, and scattered to the winds. The
very lands where the Christian faith was
cradled now became the lands of the
vanished church. It had turned its back
upon its mission, and it almost lost its
life. Vlhile other factors were involved,
we might say that the triumph of Islam
was in some measure due to the failure
of Christians.
Now, there looms before us in our time
a situation somewhat parallel to that
which existed in those days. Judging
from the figures which were cited earlier,
it would seem that again the eyes of the
church have been turned inward upon
itself. We are preoccupied with ourselves
and are lavishing great sums of money
upon ourselves-eighty-five cents for
ourselves for every three cents devoted to
the world mission. This is in sharp contrast to the spirit of dedication of the
early Christians. We have no persecutions to endure and no great threats upon
the life of the church from which to
shield ourselves. Too, Jesus reminds us
that he who would save his own life
will lose it.
Again, in similarity with the old, a new
wave of theological controversy is agitating the church. Hardly do churchmen
get together in learned conversations but
that controversy arises. The church
periodicals are filled with it. Could tl1is
be a new form of wasting our substance,
our energies and inner resources, upon

a form of intellectual riotous living?
A third factor in comparison looms
before us, somewhat suggestive of the
rise of Islam in an earlier day to confront
an already weakened church. I refer, of
course, to tl1e rise and dynamic expansion of modem communism. Many are
saying that this poses a threat to the
church, unlike anything that has confronted it since the appearance of Islam.
Already it has penetrated many lands
where Christianity earlier had been
planted in strength, and in various ones
of those areas it has either neutralized
or erased the church from the scene.
Here is a monumental challenge to the
Christian community-a challenge that
will not go away, but one that will engage us at increasing numbers of points
and with unyielding opposition.
It must be rememberd, as communism
makes capital of the earlier imperialism
and colonialism, that those very evils
arose in lands tllat were supposedly
Christian lands. The Christian lands
which should have been carrying the
Christian mission to the far corners of
tl1e earth in tlie nineteentll century were
the very ones which were conquering
the weaker peoples.
While it is true that from those lands
there did go a tiny minority of heroic
individuals to carry tlle mission, it is
more frightfully true that their governments, with overpowering resources at
their command, did seize and exploit
those who were too weak to resist. It
must be remembered too that the modern theories of communism were hammered out in supposedly Christian lands
long before they were implemented in
Russia. It is highly probable that had
Christians truly been about their Father's
business, the atheistic philosophy of communism might never have gained a following. Is it any wonder, therefore, that
some are saying that the rise of modern
communism was made possible by another great failure of Christians?
Our day is one of tumult; old empires
are breaking apart, and new nations are
adrift upon restless seas. Devastating
philosophies of life are being preached
across the world. The great powers are
struggling for new alignments. This is
indeed a moment of crisis.
The Chinese written symbol for crisis
is a combination of two other symbols,
meaning danger and opportunity. A crisis
is a dangerous opportunity. We people
in tl1e churches are not generals to plot
strategy, nor yet are we statesmen to devise national policy. But we have been
given a mission-a mission to bring to
bear upon tl1e whole family of man the
care and concern of God. This is the mission which has been laid upon the people
of God tlrrough all the centuries.
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Cross Bearing
CITY
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This wed1ling ceremony in Hiroshima's Pence Park unites 1nembers
of n group of orphans who were guided by a professor at Hiroshima
University after they were lefr homeless by the bomb. This ceremony
look pince in 1958.
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August 6 marks the ei,ghteenth anniversary of the destruction of
Hiroshima by the atomic b01nb. "fi.1 iss "fi.1 c"fi.1 illan, a "fi.1 ethodist .
missionary who served in H iroshi11w before World 'Var II and has
served there since shortly after the war, gives us an account of the
activities being carried on in that city to help pervent another war.

R

one of my fellow missionaries re~~ive~ an inq~ily
from a musician m the Umted
States as to the possibility of coming to
Hiroshima to compose a symphony based
upon its history. Indeed, perhaps music
would be t11e best means of conveying
the message of Hiroshima and its meaning to the hearts of men. Having served
in this famous city since January, 1947,
I have observed the many sincere efforts
of individuals and groups to make the
tragedy of Hiroshima a milestone, not
on the road leading to the destruction of
, the world, but on that leading to universal and lasting peace. The responsibility
for writing this article was assumed as
a new opportunity to cooperate in the
effort to make Hiroshima's pa1t in the
' movement for world peace what the sur' vivors of the · first atomic bomb feel it
should be: that is, the voice of experience hying to prevent a repetition of
what happened to them. In passing, I
should like to say that despite the conb·ast drawn between Hiroshima and
Nagasaki in a controversial article published in a May, 1962, issue of Time
tvlagazine', the two atom-bombed cities
regard each other as sisters; and I believe
that whatever differences exist between
their sense of mission are differences of
degree only, due in part to the dist::nce
ECENTLY
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of the latter city from the main-traveled
roads of foreigners . For confirmation of
this view, I would refer the reader to a
two-page feature entitled "Voices of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki" in the Peace
News (London) dated August 3, 1962.
Perhaps John Hersey's Hiroshima was
the first means of bringing vividly home
to readers in the Vv est the sufferings of
the victims of the bomb of August 6,
1945. Since then, a constant stream of
writings-literary, sociological, histmical,
scientific-as well as . paintings, photographs, and movies has made clear the
significance of Hiroshima not only among
those who suffered from the bombing,
but also among others who sense that
here was something that could not be
overlooked or belittled in the struggle of
mankind to find its way through present
problems and dangers to an age free
from fear of sudden annihilation on the
one hand or lingering radiation-illness on
the other. Our world being so divided,
it is not surprising that some writers
have seen and portrayed Hiroshima
from a more or less biased point of view.
However, one searching for truth can
find it even among Such reports, in spite
of the interpretations concealing it.
Several vVestern writers have contributed to the interest in Hiroshima and an
understanding of its problems abroad.

The Japanese translations of their works
have, like mirrors, enabled people here
to see themselves and their mission in
relation to the peace movement more
clearly. Lack of time and space prevents
more than this brief mention of their
contribution at this point.
But there have been many voices
raised in Hiroshima itself. Of the following list of authors, all of whom I know
personally, all except the doctors and
Sankichi Toge, who was baptized in his
youth but later dissociated himself from
Christian circles, are Christians.
Yuko :tvlatsumoto, Mother Died in Hirosllima, 1950, English.
Kiyoshi Tanimoto, Bearing Hiroshima's
Cross, 1950, Japanese.
Sankichi Toge, Atomic Bomb, 1952, Japanese.
Ichiro Shikama, One 'Vho Passed beyond
That Death, 1959, Japanese.
Miyao Ohara, Hirosl1ima Sings, 1961,
Japanese.
Earle R. Reynolds, Hiroshi.ma, tlie Atom
and the World, 1961. (A transcription
in parallel columns of English and
Japanese, of a series of lectures at
Hiroshima Jogakuin)
Sumiko Hashizumi, The Crane That Can11ot Come Bad:, 1961, English. (Trans[ 385]
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lation of the diary of Nanako Seto, a
young victim of radiation sickness)
Dr. :tvlasahiko I-Iachiya, Hiroshima Diary,
1955, English translation.
Dr. Fumio Shigeta ( 1) Eight-fifteen: A
Ten-Year's Record of Hirosl1ima since
the A-Bomb, 1955, Japanese. (2) Living Tragedy of Hiroshima, 1955, Japanese. ( 3) Hiroshima Appeals: Eleven
Years' Record of Hiroshima, 1956,
Japanese.
From a list of several pages of less
familiar titles the above are given as examples of additional bases for the J apanese people's image of Hiroshima since
it became "The Mecca of Peace."
Venerable i\fr. Kawamura, chairman of
tha Hiroshima Christian Laymen's Association, recalls the days of llis childhood, when day after day tens of thousands of Japanese soldiers were seen off
from the city's port by flag-waving children. He says that from that time until
the end of \Vorld \Var II, most Japanese
could not conceive of peace except as the
result of victory, and adds that the bombing of Hiroshima has brought about a
great change in many people's thinking
by opening the way for the expression
of differing viewpoints and discussion
concerning them with individuals or in
larger or smaller groups. He sees God's
hand in the destruction of Hiroshima and
expresses gratitude for the post-war
spread of such New Testament teachings
as "Turning the other cheek," and "Love
your enemies and pray for those who
persecute you." As a member of the Fellowship of Reconciliation and president
of the local Gideons, this gentleman of
smiling visage and quiet manner is active
in most of the peace organizations in the
city. He and his faithful wife, who has
lived with him for several decades, are
often seen at vigils and quiet demonsb·ations in the Peace Park and at other
meetings where representatives of somewhat left-wing, somewhat right-wing,
and completely unaligned groups gather
to welcome transient "pilgrims," to honor
authors of recent publications contributing to the peace movement, or to decide and take action on some new peace
project. Although Mr. Kawamura was
not in Hiroshima at the time of the
bombing, he feels a responsibility for
using his influence to help the victims to
reach as many people as possible with
their appeals.
In May, 1959, he helped to found the
Hiroshima Christian Peace Service Association, which was set up to prepare
Hiroshima Christians for participation in
the Fifth \Vorld Conference against
Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs to be held
in the city the following August, as well
as to arrange an additional meeting for
14
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The film, A Tlrousnrul Paper Crn11cs, tells how Hiroshima school children organized a
pence memorial for children killed by the bomb or its nftcrcITects.

Christians coming from elsewhere to that
conference. On the sixth of every month,
early morning prayer and planning sessions were held; the missionmies involved
prepared a letter and a statement to put
in the hands of foreign delegates to the
conference. As a result, a number of delegates from abroad joined in the August
early-morning prayer meeting; and the
Christians' own conference, held in the
Hiroshima Jo Gakuin Junior High buildings after the close of the main conference, was attended by about eighty persons.
With a small group of local pastors,
laymen, laywomen, and missionaries, Mr.
Kawamura has continued to participate
in the Christian Peace Service Association's monthly morning prayer meetings
for peace, the one continuous activity of
this particular group since its inception,
and always the occasion not only for
special prayers for peace in the light of
recent international news but also for
bringing one another up to date on recent happenings and coming events, including the arrival on the local scene of
visitors with a concern for peace. These
morning prayer meetings continue to be
a source of real power to the few local
Christians who still attend and those
Christian visitors from abroad who arc
cager to meet them on a deeper spirihial
level and share their concerns and experiences in the struggle for peace.
I recall the Fellowship of Heconciliation meetings in private homes, in
churches, and the Jo Gakuin back in the

days of the Occupation. At the time, these
meetings were a frustrating burden because I was always forced into the position of chairman by the absence of any
other experienced Christian among the
many kinds of Japanese who gathered,
attracted by, but not yet grounded in,
Christian pacifist teachings. Those attending these study-fellowship sessions always included victims of the bomb. The
turnover was so great that the group
seemed to remain on the kindergarten
level, always recapitulating and interpreting for newcomers the ABC's of
Christian pacifism, while some members'
primary interest in the meeting seemed
to be, for lack of a better te1111, "group
therapy" for bereaved friends whom they
brought. Looking back now, perhaps it
can be said that those occasions were
God-given opportunities for those members who were not victims or survivors
to learn the plight and hopes of these
people, as well as to plant the seeds of
teachings of non-violence, and to recognize one another as mutual cross-bearers
in that particular situation.
For, although the Hiroshima chapter
of the F.O.H. is still different from what
the F.O.H. has aclunllv been in some
places and imagined t; be in others. it
has for some thirteen vcars been a ralh·ing point for a small .bnt earnest grm;p
of Christians committed to and insislin~
on non-violence, h·uth, equality of ail
before truth's judging light, and acth·c
good-will to all. Over long periods even
the monthly meetings have not been
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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The Peace l\luseum in Hiroshima illustt·ates
destructive effects of the bomb.
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held; but there is mutual knowledge and
b·ust among the members, who look to
one another when there is need. Communication continues; and the group
stands ready to cooperate with others in
worthy projects, as it did in the preparations for the departure of the 1962 Hiroshima Peace Pilgrimage.
Ichiro Kawamoto is a famous F. 0. R.
member, who gave almost all his
time to these preparations for weeks preceding the pilgrims' deparhire in i\farch.
For several years, he has elected to be a
day-laborer, in order to be more free to
work for peace. He and his crippled Abomb survivor wife, Tokie, are Big
Brother and Sister to the Folded Crane
Society.
This club, also known as the "Peace
Volunteers," is made up of girls and boys,
mostly the former, from the city's junior
and senior high schools. It was organized
over four years ago to continue and to
develop the interest in A-bomb victims
and in peace shown by Hiroshima children who, saddened by the death from
radiation sickness of a classmate and
friend, Sadako Sasaki, got the cooperation of other boys and girls all over Japan
and in some foreign countries to put up
in the Peace Park an appealing monument to her and other children who died
because of the bomb. The words they
had carved on the monument state their
ongoing purpose: "This is our only
prayer: '\'e want to make peace." In
their name and in one part of their activities they carry on for Sadako-Chan,
AUGUST 1963
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The author consults with a Japanese pastor who operates an orphanage,

who feverishly folded paper cranes in
the belief that a thousand of them would
restore her to health. Every Sunday afternoon and often on their way home from
school on week clays, they gather in the
humble home of the Kawamotos to fold
cranes, to learn who needs their help, to
discuss peace-making with their leaders,
one another, and often visitors, including
not only local but also foreign would-be
peace makers and the newspaper, radio,
and television reporters and cameramen
that follow around such visitors to Hiroshima. 'When not at the Kawamotos,
these youngsters spend their spare time
visiting or running errands for the surviving victims of the bomb, including those
in hospitals. They even help arrange and
then attend funerals and memorial services for victims, all of whom they seem
to regard as members of their own families. Their activities and what they learn
from them as well as from their correspondence with people in many lands
and from their "Big Brother's" wide reading and contacts appear in their colorful
newssheets, gotten out every .month or
so in Japanese, and less frequently, for
foreigners' consumption, in English. One
can learn from these sheets of their having sent messages to heads of state, to
other workers for peace, and to sufferers
and survivors. 'Vearing their green, red,
and white armbands, inscribed with the
club's name in Chinese characters, and
carrying their large banner, Folded
Crane boys and girls are always on hand
to welcome and to send visitors off, as

well as to guide about the city would-be
allies of Hiroshima and its yet ineffectual
message.
The group's special responsibility is
the May Fifth (Children's Day) ceremony held every year in front of their
monument in the Peace Park. 'Vhen not
out of the city, every year I accept their
invitation to speak at this ceremony, for
it is an opportunity not only to express
empathy, but also to plant in the hearts of
the attending relatives and friends of
dead children the seeds of God-given
faith, trust, and hope, of universal
brotherhood and peace. One does not
easily forget these gatherings of solemnfaced children offering silent prayers,
singing plaintive songs, making fervent
speeches, reading messages from absent
friends and well-wishers, and finally, one
by one, taking flowers brought for the
purpose and placing them before the
monument under which swing countless
leis of bright paper cranes over the blackdraped pictures of children having recently died of radiation-related causes.
Thanks to the financial assistance of
Robert Jungk, who, after visiting the city
to collect material for his book Light
Among the Ashes, sent the group a generous gift; the Folded Crane Society is
now able to broaden its activities. For
instance, they now give rather handsome
formal certificates to adults whom they
consider to be their helpers in peacemaking. The Kawamotos have resisted
suggestions to use the Jungk gift to
erect a more suitable combined resi[ 387]
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deuce for themselves and meeting place
for the group. Doubtless, most of this
money, like smaller gifts given them for
their own use, will find its way to the
bedsides and shacks of victims tliey
think to be more needy tlmn themselves.
From time to time in recent years,
the Hiroshima Young Men's Christian
Association has initiated projects for
peace. They have sent to Y.M.C.A.'s in
other countries information on the results of radioactivity and requests for
cooperation in the banning of nuclear
weapons. In 1961, they made and sent
to governments on both sides of the
Iron Curtain tape-recordings of messages appealing for an end to the arms
race. The "Y" secretaries are active in
various local and national peace organizations; and the conveniently located
''Y" building, ever since its erection
soon after the end of the war, has been
a meeting place for people concerned
about world peace.
Individual officers and members of
the smaller and weaker Hiroshima
Young Women's Christian Association
and of the local Women's Christian
Temperance Union are active in various
aspects of the peace movement. One
member of the latter, who also belongs
to the F.O.R., publishes a monthly paper
for women which interprets events and
problems in the light of the teachings of
the Sermon on the Mount. In the 1962
election, she ran for a seat in the Upper
House of the Diet on a platform including preservation of the Peace Constitution, but was defeated.
Hiroshima's Society for the Preservation of the Peace Constitution is made
up of educators and others and is said to
have held "countless" lecture meetings
and to have participated in "countless"
demonstrations. The president of Hiroshima Jo Gakuin is listed as one of its
active Christian members.
Within the college department of this
school there is an enthusiastic student
group which meets every week to study
peace problems. This year ( 1962) the
twenty or more girls have been busy
drafting a questionnaire which they sent
to students of colleges in other countries
asking about peace movements among
students there. It is hoped that their
searching questions, not only regarding
action but also concerning the spirit and
attitude towards others in which they
are undertaken, will bring forth answers
that can be tabulated for the group's
exhibit at the autumn College Festival,
where each year's display has been better than the last.
Many would agree that the coming of
Dr. Earle Reynolds and his family to
Hiroshima in 1960 strengthened and
16
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gave more direction and unity to the
city's peace movement than it had had
for several years. Though the Reynolds
have not been completely understood
even in Hiroshima, they have gradually
gained the backing of most of the city's
peace forces. Even more than their 1961
trip to Russia to appeal for that country's
cessation of its resumed nuclear tests,
when admiration and fear strove for
mastery in the hearts of sincere friends
and suspicion as to motives controlled
others, the Peace Pilgrimage which
they sent to the United Nations and to
Geneva as well as to several countries
of both sides of the Iron Curtain along
the way in 1962, with Mrs. Reynolds as
guide, brought together support from
both sides as well as from the unaligned
majority of Hiroshima's peace movement.
The Japanese peace pilgrimage bound
for the scene of Nazi atrocities in Europe
was another means of bringing together
many of the same Hiroshima residents
in the spring of 1962. A meeting to encourage these four pilgrims, one of them
a Y.M.C.A. member, was held when
they came to the city before their departure from Japan.
A few weeks later, almost the same
people gathered again, this time to show
their support of Mayor Hamai and Professor Moritaki as they prepared to leave
at the invitation of the government of
Ghana for the peace conference there.
After arrival in Accra, word was received
that their reception was so enthusiastic
that the other delegates' hands were sore
from clapping. This reminds one of the
very warm welcome extended to Hiroshima delegates at the Christian peace
conference held in Prague in 1961.
One after another come invitations for
Hiroshima survivors to attend international meetings for peace. The above
mentioned are only examples. Each invitation creates a stir in the local movement; and each acceptance means at
least one more local peace meeting, at
least one more send-off, and one more
welcome-back at the railway station.
These, too, are occasions for exchanging
greetings and opinions for more conferences. There is no end to such.
A group now holding monthly meetings regularly in Hiroshima is the local
chapter of the Christian Peace Association. Organized in 1961, it consists of
thirty or so younger pastors and laymen
who consider themselves more active and
less individualistic than their forerunners .
They have taken over from a small committee made up of members of other
peace organizations the task .of distributing among needy survivors financial
aid sent by other chapters. They hope,
while distributing this aid, to be able to
give spiritual help also. A member

states that their other activities include
cooperation in meetings, demonstrations,
and marches for peace. I have observed
that this group is more eager to be identified with the "progressives" than with
tlle "conservatives." They organized a
Christian vigil-demonstration in the
spring of 1962 to support Professor
Moritaki as he fasted in front of the
cenotaph in tlle Peace Park; doubtless
a full calendar of other engagements kept
tliem away from tlle smaller vigil initiated by Mrs. Reynolds on Christmas
Day, 1961. On tlle latter occasion, the
Rev. Mr. Tanimoto, one of his children,
several Christian laymen, a few missionaries, and a visiting Lutlleran pastor from
America were among those who from
time to time tlrroughout the day joined
the Reynolds family as they fasted in the
Peace Park.
Hiroshima's annual August 6 meetings
are in a class by themselves. As I was
away on tllat date in 1962, I shall quote
from the Asahi, Japan's leading newspaper, and give some information from
Hiroshima's own paper, tlle Chugoku,
for tlle period immediately preceding
and following the seventeenth anniversary of the dropping of tlle atomic bomb
on Hiroshima. The Asahi gave such background statistics as it considered necessary for tllose attempting to understand
tlle Hiroshima peace movement at home
and abroad. According to 1960 figures,
163,624 survivors of the bomb live in
Hiroshima Prefecture; but only a few
hundred gatller for meetings of either tlle
prefectural or city associations of survivors, for fear of being used as political
tools. Separate from the survivors' associations, but numbering many of these
people among their members are tlle city
and prefectural branches of the Japan
Council against Atom and Hydrogen
Bombs. The city branch is said to be
seventy per cent conservative; the prefectural branch, progressive. The Hiroshima chapter of tlle National Council
against Nuclear Weapons and for the
Maintenance of Peace was started in
Jan., 1962. As to medical facts, doctors
are said to tliink tliere is some connection
between the various ailments of survivors
and tlle bomb; but, according to Dr.
Nakaizumi, emeritus professor of Tokyo
University, fifty years must pass before
tliis can be proved. Dr. Fujimoto, head
internist at the A-Bomb Hospital, says
that cancer and circulatory diseases are
on tlie increase among victims and that
the hospital's equipment for diagnosis
and treatment of tllem is inadequate.
During tlie past six months, 12,500 patients were seen at the hospital; 162 were
hospitalized, 17 of whom died; but few
left cured.
(continued on page 50)
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13, 1953, an assembly of
serious looking young men and
women and a smaller number of
elders sat listening to a frail and wiry
man of great distinction. The speaker
was Dr. Hachiro Yuasa, a gifted Japanese Christian educator and scholarscientist, president of International
Christian University in Japan. The occasion was the opening ceremonies of its
College of Liberal Arts.
In his message to the freshman class
of 198 carefully selected students and
faculty of thirty-seven members, President Yuasa voiced the hope that they
would help fulfill the mission of "this
unique academic community, 'the University of Tomorrow,' for service to God
and humanity."
Ten years have passed since that auspicious beginning and within this short
time the University has attained remarkable success.
As the second decade begins it brings
with it a new generation of leadership,
headed by Dr. Nobushige Ukai, who
succeeded Dr. Yuasa in the fall of 1961.
President Ukai is a political scientist of
international reputation and a recognized
Christian scholar who comes from a
prominent Methodist family. His father
was for many years minister of the Ginza
Church in Tokyo, which was established
in 1890 by The Methodist Church. His
younger brother is the present pastor of
the same church.
His chief associates are:
Dr. Everett Kleinjans, vice president
for academic affairs. An educational missionmy of the Reformed Church in
America, he assumed the reins of office
in January 1962 from Dr. Maurice E.
Troyer, the noted educationist, who
served so eminently in that post for thirteen years.
Professor Daishiro Hidaka, vice president for student affairs, and concurrentlv
dean of the Graduate School of Educ;tion. He was formerly Japan's vice minister of education.
The Reverend Hallam C. Shorrock, Jr.,
vice president for financial affairs. An ordained minister and missionarv of the
Christian Churches (Disciples o'f Christ)
with long and wide ranging experience
in the Orient, he undertook the duties
of financial administrator in April, 1963,
on the retirement of Miss Caroline S.
Peckham, president emeritus of Kassui
Women's College in Nagasaki (a Methodist affiliated institution), who had
been acting in that capacity for two
years.
Professor Masamichi Royama, director
of the Graduate School of Public Administration which opened on April 30,
1963. The distinguished educator is
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ICU Photo

Students stroll along the campus in front of
the church house and student union building
named in honor of the late Dr. Ralph E.
Diffcndorfcr.

ICU
THE FIRST DECADE
A new experi11ient in Christian education in Asia is I apan' s International Christian University, which
this year is ten years old. Here is
an appraisal of its first decade.

known as the "father of public administration" in Japan.
Dr. Yosito Sinoto, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts. He is one of Japan's
foremost experts on genetics.
To these administrators, past and present, as well as the trustees and councillors and sponsoring agencies, the ultimate goal of the ICU project is a comprehensive university; and nothing less
than the highest standards of education
equal in caliber to leading instih1tions in
the 'iVestern world will satisfy them.
Although the university's development
from infancy to maturity has been phenomenal in many respects, it is evident
that the attainment of its goal still lie;s
in the future. This fact does not obscure

the achievements of ICU which have
won wide recognition in Japan and overseas.
As currently organized, the University
consists of a College of Liberal Arts, two
graduate schools, and two institutes. The
undergraduate unit has five divisions:
humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, languages, and education. The
Division of Languages is perhaps the
strongest of any of the 500 existing colleges and universities in Japan.
ICU's Graduate School of Education,
opened in 1957, offers two fields of specialization: Principles of Education, and
l'vlethodology of Education. Its graduates
are beginning to make important contributions in the areas of instruction and
administration in educational institutions
at all levels.
The Graduate School of Public Administration admitted its first class of
students on April 30 this year. The
school, the first of its kind in Japan, is
designed specifically to b·ain public servants. It provides courses in general public administration (local and municipal),
and in international public administration (foreign· service). Both graduate
schools offer work leading to the master's
degree.
The Institute of Educational Research
and Service, and the Social Science Research Institute are directly related to
the graduate schools and have been
maintained for the free and necessary
study of their respective fields.
The ICU campus in Tokyo is a unique
academic community where students and
teachers of different nationalities live in
a cosmopolitan atmosphere of world
brotherhood.
Currently, some 1,000 students from
seventeen nations, representing fifteen
per cent of the total enrollment, and
thirty-one per cent of the full-time academic staff of about 100 members come
from abroad.
Because of the international character
of the faculty, both Japanese and English are used in classroom instruction.
All regular students must become bilingual before they graduate, and intensive
courses in both languages are given in
the freshman year to help them to meet
this requirement.
ICU is being called upon with increasing frequency to provide interpreters for
various international conferences, meetings and gatherings in Japan-such as
the 1964 Olympic Games in Tol·yo.
ICU maintains a dynamic Christian
program at the center of its campus life.
Its commitment to Christian education
is safeguarded by the constitutional provision that all members of both the fulltime faculty and the Board of Trustees
shall be of the Christian faith.
[ .'389]
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Although Christian in all its aspects
and functions, students are not forced
into any religious participation. But they
are persistently challenged by the ideals
and ideas of Christianity.
The \Vednesday Chapel Service is
sh·ongly supported by the members of
the campus community, although attendance is not required. During this ham
before noon, messages are brought by
members of the faculty or by visiting
clergy or Jay speakers.
On Sundays the ICU Church conducts
a bilingual worship service open to all
persons without distinction of religious
affiliation. Organized in 1954, its membership includes people in the neighboring communities and those throughout
Greater Toyko. The church also operates
a flourishing Sunday school for more
than 150 children of the campus community and environs. The church school
is staffed entirely by Christian students
of ICU, who have volunteered in such
great numbers that there are three
teachers for every class.
Other activities include Bible study
classes and prayer groups that have been
formed spontaneously by the students
with cooperation and guidance from
qualified members of the faculty, Religious Emphasis \Veek, evangelistic
caravans, reh·eats, benevolent and missions work, etc.
The influence of ICU's vital outreach
and witness have been gratifying. Among
the students, Christians number about
ten per cent in each entering freshman
class. By graduation it is estimated that
forty to fifty per cent have accepted
Christ. This is particularly significant,
inasmuch as less than one per cent of
the population in Japan is Christian.
The vigorous vitality of ICU is reinforced by its high standards and advanced programs of university education.
Its faculty members have been selected
from among men and women of superior
academic and personal standing in Japan and throughout the world.
Most of the students of ICU are from
the upper five per cent of their high
school graduating classes. \Vomen total
about forty per cent of the enrollment.
This is the highest percentage of girls
in any coeducational college and university in Japan.
A number of unique "firsts" and pioneering experiments in Japanese higher
education have been made by the University. In establishing the College of
Liberal Arts, ICU has produced a model
program of general education in the
undergraduate curriculum. It has developed a program of student guidance.
A visit to a classroom reveals a free
and informal atmosphere. The average
class has twelve students, making for
18
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close student-teacher rapport. Sh1dents
are asked to raise and discuss questions.
Another unusual feature is ICU's plan
to house as many students and faculty
members and their families as possible
on the campus. At present there are six

ICU Photo

ICU President Dr. Nohushige Ukai shakes
hands with Dr. Nathan Pusey, president of
Harvm·d University, during a visit Dr. Pusey
made to the I CU campus.

j
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The Unh·ersity at present has two graduate
schools, Education and Public Administration. In an Education School class, Scanclinavian philologist Dr. Henry Henne gives
instruction.

dormitories for students-three for 210
men and three for 160 women-and a
graduate students' residence for five married couples and nine single women.
Of the thirty-plus independent residences occupied by faculty and staff, two
have been financed by the Division of
\i\Torld Missions of The Methodist
Church and the 'Voman's Division of
Christian Service, which also gave funds
for a ten-unit apartment building for
single faculty women.
Still another "first" is ICU's modem
three-story library building. Claimed to
be one of the most functional libraries
in the Far East, it contains an outstanding multilingual collection of 94,000 volumes. These are stacked on open shelves,
a system new to library administration in
Japan. This permits students to browse,
select and withdraw reading materials
freely. The average number of books
withdrawn by a student a year is eighty-

eight volumes-an extraordinmy figure
for any university in the world.
The buildings on ICU's verdant 280acre site are valued at three million dollars. Among the excellent plant facilities
is the Diffendorfer Memorial Hall, which
functions as a church house and a student union building-the first of its kind
in Japan. Opened in 1958 from funds
given largely by The Methodist Church,
it is named in honor of the late Dr.
Ralph E. Diffendorfer, the great Methodist missionary statesman and interdenominational leader, who, as president
of the Japan International Christian University Foundation in New York City,
devoted himself to the founding of ICU.
The hall has a modern 550-seat auditorium, a worship room for prayer and
meditation, the pastor's sh1dy, meeting
rooms for student clubs, a bookstore,
post office, lounge and snack bar, and a
barber shop.
The development of ICU during these
ten years underscores the need for an
expansion of the present faculty, curricula (both undergraduate and graduate), equipment and plant facilities. The
latter includes such priority needs as a
physical education center, a thoroughly
equipped science hall, additional dormitories and faculty residences, and the
completion of the library building. These
will be consh1.1cted as soon as adequate
financial support becomes available.
ICU has become a unique and influential force in Japan. The performance
of its graduates-numbering about 1,000
-decisively verifies this fact by their
100 per cent placement record in occupations, higher education, or other pursuits.
The occasion of the tenth anniversary
of the opening of International Christian
University in Japan presents to concerned friends a continuing challenge
and opportunity to share in the future of
this "University of Tomorrow" as it
strives to cany out its second decade of
practical
internationalism,
dynamic
Christianity, academic excellence in an
area of strategic importance.
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TO SERVE THE CITY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY KENNETH THOMPSON

All of the people shown on this page arc
taking pm·t in the ministry of n city church
program-the l\1cthodist l\1id-Town Parish of
Philadelphia. A mother and child in a house
church, a Sunday school tcache1· helping a hoy
to read, a visiting nurse making house callsthcsc activities arc examples of the way that
the three churches which comprise the Parish
attempt to he the people of God in a section
of downtown Philadelphia which has been described as "an almost frightening pince" and
as "a comnnmity of people of deep sympathies, folk wisdom and an earnest searching
for real spiritual nourishment." The progrant
is a changing one. For 111nny years, a wcllknown scttlc1ncnt house served this contntunity
until it was destroyed by fire. Now, the emphasis is on the churches of the parish-Seventh
Street, l\'lcmorinl Temple and St. John's. Herc
arc some scenes of the program.
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Rev. Frnnk Kcnsill (ccnlcr) chnls
wi1h n couple nflcr chm·ch. !\Ir.
Kcnsill is the Director of 1hc
parish. The progrmn of the
churches begins with evangelism
nnd the Chrislinn communily.

Three olhcr ministers nrc nsso·
cinlcd wi1h !\Ir. Kcmill in the
Pnrish. This is Rev. Tomns Crnz·
Dinz, who hns served bolh in
Philndcl1lhia and Pncrlo Rico. A
special (lrayc1· service for people
of Lnlin American bnckground is
pnrl of the Pnrish's minislry,
which is bi-lingunl as well ns muhi·
rncinl.

A Sunday 1norning service at Sc\'cnth Street
Church is conducted by RcY. Ezekiel Coopc1.,
another of the Parish ministers, and Mi·.
Ken sill.
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The Men's Chorus sings at the Seventh Street Church. Chorus has served as an nucleus for organizing
the church men's group.
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Shown on these two p:igcs :.u·c various 1nc1nbcrs al n1cctings

of some of the eight "house churches" now meeting in the
Parish neighborhood. These arc in addition to eight scr\'iccs
of · worship held in the three churches. One of the four
ministers presides at each of these sixteen weekly meetings.
Many of the church members arc in\'olvcd with the church
program for fom· or fiyc hours per week.
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Parish's service to the neighborhood is illustrated by the church school program. In a
neighborhood in transition and as Yaricd
as this, educational and cmolional needs vm·y
widely. Some sludcnts win awards; olhcrs
cannot rend or write. Three separate programs arc in effect, involving six hundred
people. The church has worked closely with
lhc school bom·d, which rcqucslcd 1hc church
to make a study of the under-achieving child.

.1

A church lay lender talks lo
a child about the responsibilities of church nttcnd:mcc.
The Parish program has discovered that the kind and
quality of loyc in a family
is more important in determining what a child can
achieve than housing, health,
income.

Church progrmn also encourages members lo
use what talents they nrny possess. The creative arls program is one expression of this.
Herc the instructor, Mr. Vavricka, helps
some children in painting class.
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Another form of community service is the visiting nurse:· l\1rs. Ethel l\follctt serves as visitor to the aged
arid to small children, helps advise on nutrition and aids in the Parish's relief program. Herc she talks
to some boys outside the Parish office, next to the l\'lcmorial Temple Church. Social work and relief and
rehabilitation arc also pai·t of Parish program.
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Churches in the Parish work
together and
with other
churches in the Philnde1phia
Conference. Here a confer·
encc officer of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service
gives some pointers to a new
officer of Wesley l\lcmorinl
Church.

A Christian fellowship which cuts across lines of
class, income, race and even language is what the
Parish allempts to achieve. Increasingly, it is suc·
ceeding. Dcclicatccl members like these W.S.C.S.
officers arc 11m·t of the reason.
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HOSPITAL ON THE TUNDRA
By AMY LEE
virtually no indushy-gold
mining is now a ghost of its
former robustness-Nome, Alaska, seems an odd te1minus for opportunity-seekers.
Yet Eskimos are moving into 3,000population Nome, the farthest-west city
in continental United States, from little
coastal villages of Seward Peninsula and
neighboring islands in the Bering Sea.
Nome does not quite :fit the image
usually evoked by the term "city."
It has only one paved street, Front
Street, which parallels the coastline. It
has houses that sag and tip on their
pilings on the permafrost, board sidewalks, a minimum of plumbing and no
trees.
No roads lead to Nome from other
cities. No railroads cross the tundra to its
heart. Alaska's large cities, Anchorage
and Fairbanks, are both over 500 miles
distant, accessible from Nome only by
air.
In fact, travel in and out of Nome is
practically all by air, or for short distances still by skin boat or dog sled.
Military, aviation, and communications
installations there are in Nome, yes-it is
a vital defense area-and they afford
some employment for Eskimo people. A
few Eskimos have jobs in local stores and
city departments; some Eskimo men :find
work landing freight from steamers in
summer.
But the welfare check is the main pay
envelope for the majority.
The Nome "Eskimo village" has poor
housing, sanitation, water supply, and
income.
Those in positions of community leadership in Nome must :find ways to help

W

ITH

Jlospital Jlistor11
Jliglt/ights
Maynard-McDougall was founded as
Maynard-Columbus Hospital for Eskimo
patients in Nome, Alaska, by the Reverend and Mrs. W. F. Baldwin in 1917,
after they had established Lavinia Wallace
Young Mission in 1911.
With the closing, a few months later,
of the Roman Catholic hospital in Nome,
Maynard-Columbus expanded its services
to include white people. The hospital
building purchased in 1921 was destroyed by fire in 1948.
The present building, financed in part
by a bequest of $70,000 from a Nome
citizen, Mr. Joseph A. McDougall, went
up almost immediately and, as MaynardMcDougall Memorial Hospital, opened its
doors on Good Friday, April 15, 1949.
To Mr. McDougall's bequest was added
$287 ,814 from the Woman's Division
and $248,847 from Hill-Burton funds to
finance the $607, l 61 building.
The hospital has 35 beds, five bassinets, well-equipped surgery and X-ray
departments, laboratory, and delivery
room. In the building also there is space
for a dental clinic of the public health
department, and an office and clinic
space for the public health nurse.

Woman's Division, Lavinia Wallace
Young Community Center, a cluster of
three small buildings quite near the hospital.
Let us look, in this month's story, at
the hospital and its role, not only as an
institution providing medical care, but
also as a missionary institution dedicated
to improving the well-being of the people in this remote, isolated area of the
United States.
The hospital's broader missiona1y role
today means a closer working relationship with other agencies, governmental
and private, in a new cooperative enterprise, the Nome Rehabilitation Demonstration Project.
TI1e project, briefly, is an effort to rehabilitate the ill, disabled, or otherwise
handicapped people living in this area
where distance, climate, and changing
economic and ·culture patterns may agravate or prolong physical and social hardships.
First, a few glimpses of the hospital in
its primary role of providing medical
care.
"A Stroll Through the Halls"

the growing numbers of Eskimos in their
midst.
Representing much of this community
leadership are three Methodist institutions which date back to the early days
of the century: a church now housed in
an ultramodern edifice, built in 1961 and
looking somewhat self-conscious in its
frontier setting; a :first-class hospital,
Maynard-McDougall Hospital, owned
and operated by the .W oman's Division
of Christian Service. of the Methodist
Board of Missions; and also under the

Located a short distance from the center of town, .M aynard-McDougall's threestory building rests on a slight elevation.
Its windows look out across the tundra,
dotted in the near and middle foreground with small houses, a few commercial buildings, and abandoned mines.
A small road wanders by and off into the
distance.
Inside, the hospital impresses visitors
with its spaciousness and cleanliness.
The rooms are large and pleasant. People being cared for, and people doing
the caring, share in the 11omelike atmo-

l\laynnrd-1\lcDougall l\lcmorial Hospital, building at left, is famous landmark of Nome. Telegraph poles hut no U'ccs dot landscape.
World Outlook photo by Amy Lee
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sphere of this outpost hospital.
A stroll through the halls is a journey
of encouragement. Doors open on varied
scenes of hospital life: patients sleeping,
sitting up, reading, being readied for
short walks; bright-eyed little newcomers
peeking through crib bars in the baby
ward.
One stops to watch Eddie :tvlaloney in
the hospital workshop. A Nome cabinetmaker and carpenter, he has been fixerupper and furnihtre aide at the hospital
for nearly three years.
One chats with a patient in a wheel
chair, Billy Koweluk, and learns that he
came to Nome from '¥ales, a village on
the tip of Seward Peninsula, in 1954 and
will soon be back on his job as hospital
maintenance worker.
In the basement one admires the hospital's efficient laundry and discovers a
fascinating piece of equipment in another room-the whirlpool, operated by
Physiotherapist Gisela Truestedt of Berlin, Germany, who joined the hospital
staff in July, 1962, after five years at
Vanderbilt University Hospital in Nashville, Tennessee. The whirlpool seems
made to order for Nome. It provides hot
water treatment for frozen arms, legs, or
hands-not infrequent phenomena in the
arctic winters.
On the top floor one appreciates the
comfort of the nurses' attractive penthouse apartment. There are seven nurses
on the staff besides Miss Truestedt and
Medical Technologist Marrianne Ogletree. The total hospital staff numbers
forty-two.
A peak into the laboratory reveals a
typical scene-Miss Ogletree at the
microscope and at her side, awaiting a
report, Mrs. Nels Swanberg, public
health nurse.
Perhaps typically, too, one comes upon
Dr. Robert Fenstermacher, the Methodist missionary doctor who is hospital administrator, carefully putting a Figure-M
cast on a little Eskimo girl who fractured her collarbone in a tumble from a
skin boat. She is screaming, mostly out of
fright, but Dr. Fenstermacher continues
patiently and gently with the cast while
her mother sits quietly by, trusting his
skill. Later one sees this little girl's new
baby sister who was fortunate enough to
be born at the hospital.
By Plane and Skin Boat

Dr. Fenstermacher had something to
say about babies being born at the hospital during a discussion with the WoRLD
OunooK reporter about some of the people the hospital serves.
'We serve people living within a 200mile radius of Nome, in the coastal villages and the islands-King, St. Lawrence, and Little Diomede.
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"Doctoring" also includes desk work: Hospital Administrator Robert Fenstermacher (left)
mu] Medical Director John Schadler in a typical l10spital office scene.

World Outlook Ph.oto by Amy Lee

Hospital-born Lucy Jane Mayac faces the camera for the first time in her three-month
life. Not all Eskimo babies arc born at the hospital, because it costs so much.

"Patients from these places are usually
flown in to Nome, but some come by
skin boat."
Dr. Fenstermacher paused to comment,
"We love the Eskimo folk. They have
wonderful qualities. They are calm and
serene. They are good hunters, and they
can endure the climate."
Then he continued, "Our Eskimo
patients who cannot pay are covered by
Public Health. Our hospital costs come
to about $46 per patient per day. Most
mothers are having their babies outside
the hospital because of financial l)l'Oblems. It costs $300 to have a baby in our
hospital. Unfortunately Public Health

benefits do not cover maternity care."
He added fervently: "I wish the 'Voman's Division would get interested in financing hospital delivery for these
mothers."
Dr. Fenstermacher was appointed hospital administrator in April, 1962. The
post was created in 1957, in addition to
that of medical director. An advisory
board was organized at the same time. It
is made up of Eskimo and white residents of Nome.
Assisting Dr. Fenstermacher as medical director and surgeon is another newcomer to Alaska, Dr. John A. Schadler of
Hamilton, Texas, a Fellow of the AmeriWORLD OUTLOOK

can College of Surgeons. Like Dr. Fenstermacher, Dr. Schadler is young and
deeply concerned with the mission of the
hospital. He has been quoted as saying
that his appointment to Maynard-McDougall ful£lls his boyhood dream to
enter medical mission service. Before
coming to Nome in June, 1962, Dr.
Schadler had served for nearly three
years at Hamilton County (Texas) General Hospital.
Both doctors jumped, as it were, onto
a moving belt of hospital developments
almost immediately after landing in
Nome.
Two years before their anival, in the
summer of 1960, ~faynard-McDougall
had made a study of its program in relation to the economic, social, and cultural
changes stirring in Seward Peninsula.
From this study came a significant
recommendation: to establish an all-out
program of co-ordinated rehabilitation
for the Nome area.
Months of conferences and planning
followed. The Alaska State Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation provided background information and participants.
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine
Rehabilitation Service acted as co-ordinator of planning for the new venture.
On July 1, 1961, the Nome Rehabilitation
Demonsh·ation
Project
was
launched. A three-year project, it began
its third year last month. It is financed
by an annual grant of $50,000 from the
U.S. Department of Health, Education,
Vocational Rehabilitation Agency of the
and ·welfare. Activities are centered at
Maynard-McDougall, and the hospital
administrator administers the grant.
Dr. Fenstermacher explained, "The
rehabilitation project is comparable to a
welfare council in a big city. \Ve are
working to co-ordinate all the agencies in
the community, private and governmental-churches, service clubs, schools-

and all other resources. Then we want to
find out what our own role as a hospital
is in this comprehensive setup. \iVe need
also to see more clearly just what is the
peculiar role of a mission hospital.
"In fact," he added, "we have to reevaluate our goals in all missions."
That Dr. Fenstermacher should be
deeply concerned about mission goals is
not sm1Jrising. This Indiana-born doctor
served for a year as a medical missionary
at the Minga Mission Hospital in the
central Congo before coming to Nome.
He left Minga in 1960 when missionaries
were forced to evacuate the Congo. He
is "on loan" from the Division of \.\'orld
Missions of the Methodist Board of Missions to the \Voman's Division of the
Board for the Maynard-McDougall post.
Many-siclecl Mission

Besides his responsibilities in connection with the Nome Rehabilitation Project, Dr. Fenstermacher, as hospital adminish·ator, has numerous community
obligations: He is . Federal Aviation
Agency examiner-"! examine the pilots."
He is city health officer-"! make the
rounds of the bars, grocery stores, and
restaurants to check food, water supply,
sewage."
Nome's plumbing is minimal. Water is
purchased from supply trucks by those
who can afford it. A month's supply for
the second-floor apartment in the Lavinia
\Vallace Young Community Center, for
example, costs $15. For those who can
afford it there is a sanitary service. For
those who can't, it means individual trips
to the disposal dumps.
"\Ve have trouble enforcing the
sewage laws," Dr. Fenstermacher said.
"One house where I call has a big barrel
of sewage in the front yard.
"There is neglect inside this house,
too. One day when I went there I found
a little girl of four cooking pancakes. Her
sister was pouring the batter, and then

Otto Schultz. Nome

Another hospital-ho1·n Eskimo baby and her
mother, Dr. Fe11stcrntaehc1· knows, arc "doing fine." Hospital seeks funds to finance
hospiaal deli\'erics for more Eskimo mothers.

feeding the rolled-up cakes to an eightyear-old brother. There were soggy
clothes on the floor and piled up in the
other room. There are seven children in
this family. The parents drink."
He added, "As yet we are doing almost
nothing about alcohol. There are seventy
known problem drinkers, many of whom
are alcoholics, in Nome-and they represent all ages, Eskimo, white, men,
women.
"\Ve have never had a real program for
rehabilitation of alcoholics. Some are in
desperate condition and have to be hospitalized. As part of our project we hope
soon to involve home, hospital, school,
church, Bureau of Indian Affairs, and
other agencies in the rehabilitation of
alcoholics."

This is Nome as seen from
the air in winter hucldled
beside the Bering Sea.
Circled in the fo1·cground
is l\laynard-1\lcDougall
Hospitnl.
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By MARJORIE VANDERVELDE

M

ETHODis~r

in the Republic of
Panama is divided into two
dish·icts-David (pronounced
Dahveed') and Panama. Distance on the
Pan American Highway between David
and Panama City is not far as miles go.
But in hours and flat tires it can be
devastating.
This natural isolation is found within
the David District, itself. For instance,
Calvary Methodist Church near La Concepcion stands alone in the brush country, without another building in sight.
But let the church bell ring, and folks
begin to gather from every direction,
coming afoot or horseback from their
small farms which are, in turn, isolated.
If it is an evening meeting, you get the
impression of flickering fireflies converging-for each person carries an improvised lamp made of a tin can holding
a little kerosene, and a rag wick.
A ladies' serving committee for a meeting may walk through the brush balancing on their heads the kettles and baskets
of food. And this food has been prepared
in a thatch-roofed kitchen, over a log
£re burning on the floor. 'Vhen members
of the Sociedad Feminina Metodista
(Woman's Society) from Calvary Methodist attended a district meeting at La
Ci:mcepci6n, they all went horseback.
This may be the only area in the Republic of Panama where "the church" in
general reference means Methodist and
not Catholic.
'Within the Panama Conference there
are ten Sociedades Femininas. In September, 1963, they will hold their first
three-day congress of Federated Methodist 'Vomen, in Panama City. This will
he an especially meaningful occasion
since the two districts are so isolated by
natural barriers. These groups participate, also, in the program of the Confederation of Latin American Methodist
Women, and that of the 'Vorld Federation of Methodist Women.
Won't you come along in imagination
with Mrs. Walter Reitz (wife of the
Panama Dish·ict Superintendent) and
30
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the author as we call on a few of the
!vlethodist women of Panama City?
Our first knock brought Sra. Amparo
J aen to her door beaming a welcome
to her home in a congested part of the
city. Sra. Amparo's sewing machine, open
and covered with sewing-in-progress,
held focal point in her small living room.
She sews a £ne seam, and uses that
talent to help support her family as well
as to aid her church.
The "Jaens are members of Methodist
Seawall Church-so called because it
was built on the old sea wall which was
consh·ucted in 1673 for protection from
pirates.

The Jaens are a tithing family, giving
a tenth of income, including that from
sewing, to the church. And recently, after
the family had been through a trial by
illness, Amparo showed her gratitude
for recovery by making drapery for
background of tl1e Seawall Church altar.
Next we called briefly at a modest
home-and-church combination in a suburb. Here a new work is starting because
members of the Pedregal Methodist
Church felt there was a need in the area,
and gave their efforts to spreading the
gospel. Margarita Isaac is president of
the Sociedad Feminina, a small beginning group.

Daphne Mayorga is principal of the Primary School, Pan American Institute. She graduated from the Institute in 194-9, after which she attended Vi'estcrn Rcsc1·ve University, and
Morningside College at Sioux City, Iowa.
Vandcrvelde Photo
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At San i\tfiguelito (a few miles distant)
Sra. Nieves Cabrera left the laundry she
was doing on the shady side of her small,
new home to welcome us with open
arms. The senora's son built the attractive cubicle-type home. It_ serves also as
a meeting place for a beginning Sunday
school, because Sra. Cabrera offered it.
The Christian dedication of her new
home meant more than words. It was
b·anslated into this immediate Christian
action. On a hill, perhaps two or three
miles away, stands the Methodist Chapel
of the Little Cross, which also serves this
crowded fringe of Panama City. Lay
leaders of Seawall Church contribute
their time for weekly services in the
chapel as well as for services in the
Cabrera home.
In the area of the Methodist Pan
American Institute we called upon Julia
Gonzales, a Sociedad Feminina member
who helps keep the Institute buildings
clean. And we visited with Martha Dumbar, Sunday school superintendent and
Institute teacher.
'Ve climbed steps to reach the home
of Sra. Herminia Padilla, a diminutive
grandmother who has been instrumental
in starting the Methodist Church of the
Resurrection. Actually there is not, as
yet, a church building. The group meets
in a gymnasium. But all efforts are bent
toward a building fund. Sra. Padilla donates money from the tamales she makes
and sells-and from the pretty aprons
her sewing machine turns out. Among
these I noted something special-a reversible apron. The senora served us
bananas and a cooling pipa drink (coconut milk) as we visited.
We climbed to the third story of a
building which houses 200 families to
call on Sra. Eva de Chacon, who presented the lesson at a meeting of the
Sociedad Feminina which I attended.
She gave an inspirational testimony as to
applying the Bible to home life. She said
that living in a building with so many
people gives her an unusual opportunity
to try to lead others to Christ.
AUGUST 1963
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Srn. Adriana l\'l. de Valdes lives an hour from the nearest road (by horseback). She represented David Distl"ict al the Latin American Congress at Mexico City.

One thing which impressed me in
contacts with Panamanian church members was that as families move to outlying districts they start new churches.
Sometimes such services are held in
homes, or small rented buildings. As congregations grow, buildings are erected.
This spontaneous church extension has
been responsible for new congregations
in a dozen or more places, and creates
a need for pastors. Eight years ago there
was only one Panamanian pastor in the
Republic of Panama. Now tl1ere are
eight.
A major effort of cooperation between
tlie women of the David and Panama
Disb·icts was tlie sending of two delegates to the Congress of Methodist Latin
American 'Vomen held in Mexico City
in January of 1963. Society members
raised $500 for this purpose. They held
bazaars where native foods and handicraft were sold, and used other means
such as only a group of determined
women may devise. S_rta. Vanda Holness
(who is employed as
secretary) and
Sra. Adriana M. de Valdes were the delegates. The former had traveled considerably, the latter, none. And tl1ereby hangs
an interesting story.
Sra. Adriana and her husband raise
rice and corn on a little farm one hour's
distance by horseback to the nearest
road, in David Disb·ict. Here the seed
is planted by making a hole in the
ground with a sharp stick or machete,
then dropping a few kernels from a
gourd cup. When the grain is ripe, each
stalk is cut with a sharp knife and many
are tied into a bundle by hand. Adriana's
hands were rough from such farm work.
She protested that she didn't have
clothes to wear, when approached about
the Congress.
But the Methodist women of this dis-

a

b·ict promised to help her get ready, for
she was the logical one to represent
them. And women of the Panama District invited Adriana to Panama City the
week before the Latin American Congress was to meet-so that they could
help her, too. Sra. Amparo J aen, the
seamstress of Seawall Church, donated
her time to turning fabrics into dresses.
The Woman's Society of North Side
Church, Atlanta, Georgia, had sent $25and we never saw money go so far!
There were shoes and purses, and other
feminine array. Someone styled Adriana's
black hair. All tl1is meant a vote of confidence in Sra. Adriana.
The Mexico City congress brought out
a certain poise that no one had noticed
before in Adriana. And she stood up before the home folks, later, to deliver her
report with ease.
The next Congress of Latin American
J\fotl1odist Women will be held in 1967
in Bolivia, with plans already under way.
But the women of the Republic of Panama have many current activities to keep
them busy, also. They help support two
Latin missionaries in South America (a
third is being added). And tl1ey hope to
furnish a scholarship for a Panamanian
girl to attend tl1e Training Institute for
Metl10dist ·workers in Costa Rica, or tl1e
normal school in Panama.
These and other activities are planned
at weekly meetings, following regular
devotional programs. vVhen it was suggested, recently, that the meetings might
be held less often, there was an indignant
uproar. So the weekly sessions continue.
Methodist women of Panama Conference
look forward to a busy future.
Their Sociedades Femininas Metodistas extend greetings to tl1eir sisters in
tlie United States. I count it a privilege
to convey tl1eir good wishes.
[ 403]
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John \Vesley snirl: "A man of catho ....:
spirit is one who ••• lm·cs ••• nll,
of whatever opinion or worship or congregation who believe in the Lord
J csus Christ."

OUR CHURCH
(During this month members of the
American Section of the World Methodist Cot1ncil will gatlwr at Lake ]!tnalt1ska
to consider Methodism's place in the
world ect1menical movement. The
speeches will be, for the most pmt, from
the American point of view. We tl1ink it
is appropriate to bring views on Methodism from others tlwn Americans at this
time.
Both views are taken from speeches
given at the meeting of the World Methodist Conference in Oslo, Norway, in
1961. And both are as good today as
tliey were two years ago. THE EDITORS)
METHODISM AND THE WORLD CHURCH
by W. A. Visser 't Hooft

1

L

:rvrn SPEAK about the place of
denominations in the ecumenical
movement. People often generalize
about this matter. Some of them generalize by saying that denominational
movements are really a difficulty for ecumenical development. It seems to me
that it all depends on what we mean by
denominationalism, or by denominational consciousness. Certain extremely positive elements in a denominational consciousness can be of great help in the
ecumenical movement. It is a good and
not a bad thing when people are grateful
for their specific spiritual heritage.
Methodists will never want to become
members of any church in which they
cannot express the gratitude they have to
John \Vesley and the other fathers of
their church who have in a special way
shaped their spiritual life. It is not a bad,
but a good thing that the people of a
particular denomination want to share
their spiritual heritage with those in
other denominations, for that enriches
the spiritual traffic between the various
types of Christians.
On the other hand there is a denominationalism that is essentially a defeatism
about Christian unity. It is a denominationalism of laziness, of withdrawing
into one's shell, of refusing to face the
consequences of a real confrontation
with other denominations, of fearing the
ET
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Forster portrait of Wesley: photo credit, Methodist Prints
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!'AND
sacrifices which might be demanded.
That is not a good, but a bad thing.
Martin Luther and John Calvin and
John Wesley have all made it abundantly
clear that they did not think of the
church which they saw growing up in
their lifetimes as the last word.
On the contrary, they all thought in
terms of the church catholic, and prayed
for the restoration of the" full catholicity
and unity of the Church.
So I now express to you the gratitude
of the World Council of Churches for all
the positive things that you do for the
ecumenical movement, for the things that
you have done through the leaders whom
you have given to the ecumenical movement from the very beginning, from the
days of pioneers such as John R. Mott,
right up to our days.
METHODISM IN THE CHURCH CATHOLIC
by Eric W. Baker

"The Methodist Church claims and
cherishes its place in the Holy Catholic
Church, which is the Body of Christ. It
rejoices in the inheritance of the apostolic faith and loyally accepts the fundamental principles of the historic creeds
of the Protestant Reformation. It ever
remembers that, in the providence of
God, Methodism was raised up to spread
scriptural holiness through the land by
the proclamation of the evangelical faith
and declares its unfaltering resolve to be
true to its divinely appointed mission."

T

is taken from the
Deed of Union adopted by the
Uniting Conference of the Methodist Church of Great Britain in 1932,
and would, I imagine, command the
assent of Methodists throughout the
world. . . .
Is Methodism a church or a sect? A
sect connnes itself to the cultivation of
one aspect of Christian truth, often to
the neglect of many others, with the result that its witness is at best incomplete
and tends to become entirely unbalanced. A Church, while emphasizing
HAT STATEMENT

• Of The Methodist Church, United Kingdom.
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some elements more than others, nevertheless seeks to proclaim the whole truth
of the gospel and welcomes into its ranks
believers of every type who respond to
the love of God in Jesus Christ and accept Him as Savior and Lord.•..
Wesley's supreme title to catholicity
lies in his repudiation of the arbitrary
selectiveness of Calvinism. We do not always realize that some of the great
hymns of Charles Wesley, which we now
sing for their own intrinsic merit, were
written as polemics against Calvinism.
"Catholic" means "for everybody" and,
far from founding a sect, John Wesley,
by proclaiming the whole gospel for the
whole world, was the supreme exponent
of catholic Christianity in the 18th century.
But how about our 20th century in
which we are met? The two intervening
centuries have witnessed many changes
in theological outlook. To understand the
present situation we need go no further
back than the liberal period in theology
which characterized the end of the 19th
and the beginning of the 20th centuries.
That insipid phase, with its portrayal of
an anemic and easygoing Christ, who
would assuredly never have been dangerous enough to be crucilled, and a gospel woefully inadequate to meet the
desperate needs of this tragic world,
gave way inevitably .to its opposite, calling forth the weighty,. protests of neoorthodoxy or neo-Calvinism.
Equally inevitably, the pendulum
swung too far. The new movement, with
its headquarters on the continent of
Europe, but its outposts in the Englishspeaking countries, overplayed its hand.
Humanism became synonymous with
anti-Christ, and man's utter helplessness
and worthlessness were stressed. Young
ministers, disseminating doom, appeared
on every hand, and, when their denunciations repelled rather than attracted the
mutitudes, they were left to lament the
lack of a proper sense of sin in the hearts
of those they denounced ....
What is really lacking here is not so
much a sense of sin as an idea of perfection. The easygoing and often fatalistic
acceptance of men and women as not as

good as they ought to be, tells why. If
the best that can be hoped for is that,
though men will go on sinning, God's
mercy is broader and deeper than their
sin, that attitude has much to commend
it. But if we ever begin to take Jesus
seriously, and measure ourselves by the
standard of His teaching and His character, if we ever glimpse the vision of the
Kingdom of God on earth, such an attitude becomes intolerable and blasphemous.
A recovery of the idea of Christian
perfection as no impractical dream but
as the purpo~e of God for men and for
the world would re-awaken in men a
sense of moral need that would make
them willing and able to receive the forgiveness of God-and that would be the
first step towards moral renewal.
Methodism, by its tradition and genius, is supremely qualilled to proclaim
such a gospel-and what good news it is!
"Glad tidings of great joy to all the people!" It is for this that men are desperately longing.
This is not humanism; it is an assertion
of the power of God. . .•
If a library of ecumenical documents
were to be compiled, I would claim a
place, and a prominent place, in it for
John Wesley's sermon on "The Catholic
Spirit." Catholic indeed, but not latitudinarian; the whole gospel for the whole
world. This should surely be the keynote
of our relations with our fellow Christians and our attitude to the whole world
outside. We quote from this sermon by
Wesley:
"A mnn of catholic spirit is one who
gives his hand to nil whose hearts are
right with his heart; one who knows
how to value and praise God for nil
the ndvnntnges he enjoys, with regard
to the knowledge of the things of God,
the true scriptural manner of worshiping Him, nnd above nil, his union with
a congregation fearing God and working righteousness; one who, retaining
these blessings with the strictest care,
keeping them ns the apple of his eye,
at the same time loves-as friends, ns
brethren in the Lord, as members of
Christ and children of God, as joint
partakers now of the present Kingdom
of God, and fellow heirs of His etcmnl
kingdom-all, of whatever opinion or
worship, or congregation, who believe
in the Lord Jesus Christ."
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AG RI
present is a time of grave crisis in our country. In
the past year China launched an invasion on India.
Though war had not been declared we were actually
fighting a war. These events in the northern border of our
country have resulted in not a regional invasion but an invasion-perhaps psychological-of all India.
With the war scare there have been great revolutionary
changes also. They are reflected in society, economic standards, political patterns, family and religious life.
Bombay is thronged with persons on its sidewalks. It surges
with the bustle of industry and finance. A few years ago there
were quiet little villages all around the city. Today those have
been replaced with great factories . People are pouring into
the city to look for work. Housing is one of the greatest problems-hence the slums and the crowded foot paths.
Our Friendship Center, Agripada, is only a tiny drop of
service in this great metropolis. But tiny drops of love can
and will make a great contribution toward the Kingdom of
God.
The earning members of our children's parents have donated
their own one day's salaries for Defense. Some have donated
blood. They have pledged to give longer hours of work. Every
day little ones put very small mites into the mite box. In the

T
Friendship Center (Agripada) in ri congested district of Bombay,
India.

HE

Children at the social center come from many racial groups. The~c
two come from an unusual minority group-they are Indian Jews
of Christian faith.

It is under the leadership of Miss hy Childs, seen here, who has
been delegate to the General Conference and who attended the first
Seminar under the World Federation of Methodist Women.

Adapted from a •
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midst of threats of war and sorrow the members of Agripada
are turning their thoughts to service-some of the ways of
service they have learned at the Center.
The nursery school has sixty-three children. Because we are
in a slum area there is always some disease prevalent. Our
children have had measles, diphtheria, mumps, and whooping
cough. But we have been able to get medical care and give
home nursing courses and advice to the mothers, so that we
have not lost one child.
The Center continues to be the center for the whole neighborhood, reaching far beyond the nursery school. 'Ve must
admit that there have been problems and discouragements.
But there are also many incidents of encouragement.
An invitation to the neighborhood is still the same that was
written by Florence Bradley:

Undernourishment is frequently seen. This child, five years old, is
suffering from malnutrition. She will receive one meal per day, now
that she is in nursery school, at the Center, and also her quota of
milk-which, by the way, is expensive.

If you are tired and need rest,
If you are sad and need comfort,
If you are discouraged and need new heart,
If you are friendless and need a friend,
If yoi1 are a sinner and need a Savior,
If you need Christian fellowship,
~r alk into the Friendship Center in the name
of our Blessed l\Iaster who bids you enter.

Mothers
nrnchin~s

and grnndmothcrs come fo1· sewing.
arc precious possessions in the Center.

Singc1·

sewing

Children playing a "rabbit game." These children have been for
over a year in the Ccntc1· and already they look well. There arc
sixty-three children cm·cd for who speak seven different langnngcs.
They arc from l\1oslcm, Hindn, Parsec, and Christian faiths.

report by Ivy Childs

AUGUST HJ63
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Simply stated, it is the
cooperative effort of people,
both in rural areas and cities, to improve
their lot.
In more formal language of a United
Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs publication called Co111m1mity Development and Related Services, community development is defined
as a term which "has come into international usage to connote the processes
by which the efforts of the people themselves are united with those of governmental authorities to improve the economic, social, and cultural conditions of
communities, to integrate these communities into the life of the nation, and
to enable them to contribute fully to national progress."
Community initiative combined with
technical and other assistance from national governments and the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies is being recognized in all the major regions
of the world as a means of effective
social and economic development.
So far, community development programs have been concentrated in rural
communities, but the population shift
from rural areas to cities is beginning to
focus attention on the need for urban
community development programs.
This is borne out by another UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs
publication, Community Development in
Urban Areas, which discusses various aspects of community improvement effort
including settlements and community
centers, fraternal groups, trade union and
government-supported projects in many
parts of the world.
l\[ENT?

Pakistan Projects

Pakistan provides an illustration of
quite advanced community development
work. Says the report:
"In Pakistan the program of urban
community development has attained a
highly sophisticated form, particularly in
relation to the administrative structure
which has been devised to execute it."
It goes on to describe the program developed at Karachi in 1954 and at Dacca
in 1955. Unit of operation in the Dacca
projects is the municipal ward, made up
of about 25,000 people. The ward is
subdivided into ten mulwllahs ( localities). At the ward level neighborhood
36
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councils have been set up, comprising
representatives of mulwllah committees
and local voluntary agencies covering
one or two mulwlwhs. A project leader
and a woman social worker lead ward
teams which supervise the work of
mulwllah-level workers and help to coordinate government services with efforts. of the local people.
Achievements in Dacca, tl1e report
states, include "a campaign with the help
of volunteers and the Department of
Health against cholera; fortnightly cleanup campaigns; grants to projects for
adult education; social surveys on socioeconomic conditions in ward dish·icts;
the preparation of a small-scale industry
plan, keeping in view the availability
of raw materials, skilled personnel, and
marketing facilities; the formation of

small-scale industry training centers; the
establishment of health clinics, milk distribution centers, and sewing centers;
the organization of youth clubs and
women's associations; and representation
of neighborhood interests in hearings before municipal committees ....
"Pakistan's Second Five-Year Plan
( 1960c65) notes tlrnt twenty-five urbah
community development projects have
already been established and sets as a
goal the opening of ninety-eight more
to cover about two million people, or a
quarter of the urban population .... It
describes as the purpose of each project
the provision of two or three social
workers, one of whom would be a
woman, 'to help the community operate
much-needed services efficiently on a
self-help basis.'"
WORLD OUTLOOK
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Even slight research into the subject

ii shows that community development is
educational as well as organizational.
It is educational because it calls for a
change in outmoded attih1des and prac. tices, a greater receptivity to new and
, better ways of living. At the same time
it goes ahead with practical projectsin rural communities, for example, with
improved agricultural production, better
nutrition, more employment opportunities, new roads.
It is organizational because it often
calls for established community instih1tions to take new directions or for new
institutions to come into being in order
to make the community development
program effective. It may also mean
training of a new type of local leader.
i1

I

.',·
I

Needs nnd Wnnts

Community needs and desires get top
billing in a sound community development program, for, as Community Development and Related Services states,
"People will not participate in community development programs unless they
are getting what they want."
Integration is a key word in community development considerations, but in
this context it means integration of services and potentialities-agricultural, eel-

ucational, social welfare, health, vocational guidance and b·aining, handicrafts
and small industries, and housing, building, and planning.
Says the above-quoted publication:
"Community development implies an
integrated approach by the governments
with the various national technical ser"
vices working as co-partners. The same
integrated approach is necessary among
international organizations [providing]
technical assistance. . . .
"The Economic and Social Council
formulates the broad policy to be recommended to governments and to the cooperating specialized agencies and establishes the work program of the United
Nations Secretariat. ...
"The United Nations is responsible for
giving advice on general questions of
organization, administration, and coordination, while the specialized agencies are responsible for giving advice on
questions of organization and administration within their respective B.elds
of technical competence."
Three Levels

Community development programs
usually comprise three levels of services
-direct, supporting, and over-all. Examples of direct services are agricultural
and home economics extension, teaching

"Town meeting" in
Afghnnistnn: government representntives
explnin new community development progran1 to villagers.

persons to read and write, and vocational
training. Examples of supporting services
include training, research and experimentation, organization and administration
of technical services. Examples of overall developments are highway and power
plant systems, and fiscal reform.
Illustrations of these intenelated levels
of services may be seen, for example, in
the B.eld of schooling.
According to Community Development and Related Services: "The establishment of a primary school may be
one of the B.rst direct services in a
community development program," and
points out that by providing special activities and programs the school helps
the children to be good community
members and good citizens while they
learn their ABC's.
"The secondary school can play a role
similar to that of the primary school ...
its civics courses and its extracurricular
activities can be made signiB.cant for
community development. . . . Higher
education . . . can be of assistance to
community development by training the
leaders and policymakers who can take
direction of it, and by training research
workers for the sh1dy of the many problems of community living."
Similarly do all the elements of a community development program function.
For instance, handicrafts and small industries not only help local employment
but also tie local community life more
closely to national economic development. Social services contribute to improving the status of women and youth,
sh·engthen family life, and assist persons
of special need.
And in Afghanistan

Primnry schools, like
this one in Lynri (Knrnchi), Pnkistnn, nre
often nmong first direct services of n community development
program.
United
United

Nations
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Like Pakistan, another country canying on extensive community development work is Afghanistan. According to
a December 1961 field report to the
United Nations Community Development Department, eight projects covering nearly 900 villages and 420,000 people were then in operation, a few of these
located away from the capital of Kabul.
Seventeen new projects are included
in Afghanistan's second Five-Year Plan
which began in tvlarch 1962. Hopes are
expressed that by March 1967 nearly 1.25
million people ( 18% of the total rural
population) could be brought under
these programs. The United Nations and
its Specialized Agencies have provided
experts to work with Afghanistan's Rural
Development Department. This team of
experts includes one each in planning
and adminish·ation, training, women's
welfare, rural housing, agriculture, industrial cooperatives, leather tanning,
and three '~'HO experts-a doctor, a
nurse, and a sanitarian.
[ 409]
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UGUST is an ecumenical month.
During this August the Central
Committee of the World Council
of Churches is meeting in Rochester,
New York, and the American Section of
the Methodist World Council is holding
a consultation on "The Place of The
Methodist Church in the Ecumenical
Movement" at Lake Junaluska, North
Carolina.
It is, of course, too early to bring any
report of either of these meetings. We
were eager to have some opinions, however, of the place of The Methodist
Church in the church catholic. We
turned back to the findings from the Oslo
meeting, for true relevant reports.
Dr. Visser 't Hooft is not a Methodist.
He is a member of the Dutch Reformed
Church. He gave the speech, from which
we have chosen excerpts, at the Cathedral in Oslo. The meeting at the Cathedral was in itself an ecumenical occasion.
Methodists are in a minority in Norway. The great church is the Lutheran
Church. Here at the greatest Lutheran
cathedral in all Norway people sat and
stood around the edges of the church to
listen to Methodist clergymen sharing
the pulpit with their own Lutheran
prelate.
Dr. Visser 't Hooft symbolized, in his
presence, the unity which both Methodists and Lutherans find in association in
the World Council of Churches.
Dr. Eric Baker's paper-again we are
giving excerpts from his longer paperwas given to the Methodist body alone.
This is a very useful paper to study in
your own church groups. It expresses in
intimate knowledge of Methodism its
place in the larger church. The article
can be used by pastors in church discussions, by Commissions on Missions,
and by \:Voman's Societies.
\:Ve are moving so rapidly toward
mergers and toward a deeper understanding of ecumenicity that church congregations should work to keep abreast
of the vital movements.
Of course there are those religious beliefs that keep us, for the moment, apart.
Some of them are mentioned on the editorial pages. Read them-not to take
sides but to understand the real perplexing problems that precede mergers.
Questions like those have just delayed
the move toward union between Anglicans and Methodists in Pakistan. If
the questions are handled honestly a
deeper sense of unity may result. In any
case, let us hear what you think about
the matter.
Again this month we emphasize the
inner city. The picture section tells of a
different phase of inner city life than we
have had in recent months. It has emphases on new phases of service within

A
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the big city-one of them the use of
houses as churches.
We have read of the house-church in
Brazil and in Africa and in Asia. We do
not think of it in connection with Philadelphia. But it is proving to be successful in reaching many persons who are
not being reached by the church.
Philadelphia has, for several years
now, been experimental in fitting its mission program to the city's needs.
The story of the Friendship Center in
Bombay is another example of inner city
service. Just as Philadelphia and Chicago
and Los Angeles face immigration from
rural sections, with resulting housing and
health problems, so does Bombay. As
Miss Childs states-her work at the Center is only a tiny drop of service. But she
knows where that drop is most needed.
The Bombay story can be used as an
expansion of the American city story in
a mission study, or it can be used as a
part of the Indian study current this
year. Or you may like to fit it into a
study of woman's role in the church of
today. Miss Childs has been director of
this Center for years. She is symbolic of
the Christian woman of India.
In any mission study-Asia, Africa,
parts of Latin America, parts of the
United States-a discussion of community development is appropriate. The
Window on the United Nations in this
issue deals with everything needed in a
community from good wells to fiscal
reforms. Many of the United Nations experiments in community development
are like missionary programs in community development. In most cases the
church experimentalists and the United
Nations agencies borrow ideas from one
another, and through cooperation expand
the work.
There is a philosophy behind the community development program-the taking of responsibility for one's own village, that is part of our own Methodist
heritage.
The report can be used in a United
Nations program or study, or in a study
on the village. As this story points out,
community development is not limited
to the village. The city is used, too, for
programs of development in community
life-as in Pakistan.
This month is the 18th anniversary of
the first atomic bomb explosion in Hiroshima, Japan. Miss Mary McMillan was
the first Methodist missionary back into
Japan, the first to report on what the
bomb did to Hiroshima. It is appropriate
that this month Miss McMillan reminds
us, in an article, of that period eighteen
years ago.

Turning to another part of the world
once again we bring you a story of
Alaska. \:Ve mentioned last month that
we like to have Alaska stories in the summer. They sound cool.
We are pleased with this article about
Maynard-MacDougal Hospital. A person
who read the article in manuscript form
remarked: "This is the first hospital story
I have ever read that tells much about
what is actually done in a hospital."
We hope the story will add to your
knowledge of the service of The Methodist Church in Alaska.
\:Ve hope our readers will not overlook the editorial on milk in this issue.
Hunger goes right on, regardless of vacations, trips, travels, and the tendency
of people to forget to give to relief
agencies.
Milk is a vital factor in combating
hunger. This is true in any era, and in
today's world we are fortunate in having
specialists who can preserve the essential
nourishment of milk in powdered form,
easy to transport overseas, and easy to
handle. To the lines of desperately hungry children in, say, Hong Kong, crackers and cups of hot milk take on the
appearance of manna from heaven.
Milk, given freely and intended for instant relief from hunger, is such a
scarce and desirable commodity in
some parts of the world that it is sometimes sold for profit. In this connection, note especially a letter from the
Philippines, page 4; and one from India.
But, at the same time, we call to your
attention another type of letter from
India-a '1ove letter," on page 3.
All too seldom do we have opportunities to read about individual women
church leaders in other countries. This
lack will be remedied to a certain extent when our readers find in this issue
"Methodist Women of Panama." Mrs.
Vanden1elde's story is told in a personto-person vein, after a recent visit to
Panama.
\Ve are confidently e:qJecting our
cover boy for August to "win friends
and influence people" for \VonLD OuTLOOK. \:Ve suggest that he may symbolize
tlie concern of t11e church for young
people. The church is growing in its
interest in camps for children and teenagers, and in progressive plans for t11eir
Christian education, and in opportunities
for growt11 and ,vider horizons.
In September our cover will be of
a young American girl of the sturdy and
wholesome type.
\Ve say this almost every month, but
we say it again: let us know if \VonLD
OunooK tells you what you want to
know. Does it leave out information on
missions that you need to know? \Vrite
to us. \\Te like comments.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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UNITY IN MID-CAREER, edited by
Keith R. Bridston and Walter D. Wagoner, New York, 1963: The Macmillan
Company; 211 pages, $4.95.
The ecumenical movement in general and
the World Council of Churches in particular
have had plenty of criticism. Hitherto it has
come for the most part from avowed enemies
of the movement. It is good to know that
the ecumenical movement has now reached
that maturity which enables its friends to
speak frankly about it. Perhaps the chief objection to the present book is its title, however; for church unity is a thing of dreams
only ineffective and impractical if it can be
said now to be in mid-career. The contributors to this volume are well qualified to
present the needed critique. Particularly
interesting to this reviewer were the chapters by Alexander Schmemann on "Moment
of Truth for Orthdoxy," and Robert Tobias,
"Can There Be an Ecumenical Theology?"
This book is to be studied with care by all
who are interested in the (!cumenical movement.

METHODISM, by Rupert E. Davies. London, 1963; Penguin Books; 224 pages,
paperback, 85 cents.
The recent proposals for eventual merger
between the Church of England and the
Methodist Church of Great Britain have
refocused American eyes on these two
churches. Tei those American Methodists
not familiar with the history of their parent
and sister church, this introduction by the
vice-principal of Didsbury College, Bristol,
can be recommended. The style is lively,
much information is conveyed in little
space and the price is certainly right.
This book, although published this year,
was finished before the report of the
Anglican-Methodist Conversations on Unity
was made public and hence does not treat
directly on those proposals. It is useful in
giving background, however.
As an added treat for American Methodists, they can read some rather tart but
essentially fair evaluations of their own
history and present status. A quick reading
catches only one serious error here (concerning the origin of American Negro Methodist churches) and that is a high score.
CHRIST, COMMUNISM, AND THE
CLOCK, by G. Ray Jordan. Anderson,
Indiana, Warner Press, 1962; 128
pages, Sl.50.
It was the glory of Cassandra, in classical mythology, that her predictions as a
prophet always came true, and it was her
ugly fate that at the time she made her
predictions nobody ever believed her.
In the postwar years of this era there
were too few political prophets in the
Western world who discerned the real nature and intent of Soviet Communism.
Russia was allowed to gobble up the BalAUGUST 1963

kans set off wars in Asia, and develop
nucl~ar power. China changed hands from
a government nominally Christian and democratic to one avowedly atheistic and materialistic and one that has shown itself
savage and cruel. Immediately after the
war the United States was so powerful that
we could easily have deterred the growth
and expansion of this sinister force over
the world. But our statesmen were timid
and uncertain, and the spokesmen for
moral and spiritual values were too idealistic
and tolerant even to entertain the possibility
of any coercive measures on the part of a
free and peace-loving people.
Winston Churchill, almost alone as a
statesman, saw the history of the BaldwinMacDonald-Chamberlain era repeating itself in postwar Britain and the United
States; and while many of the most prominent leaders of Western Christendom were
encouraging and taking good will tours to
Russia, the author of this book was sounding
repeated warnings to the Church, especially
the Protestant branches of it, that her
greatest h~ur of peril was yet before her.
Indeed, at great risk to his personal popularity as a preacher (and he was then as
he is now considered among America's best)
and endangering his reputation among his
colleagues in the University as a judicious
and scholarly mind, G. Ray Jordan, like the
Ancient Mariner, accosted anybody who
would give him a hearing to present the
ugly picture that he saw so clearly as portraying his world. More often than not he
was referred to as an alarmist, a pessimist,
a prophet of gloom and destruction. Like
dark Cassandra, it seemed that the fates
were unrelenting toward him, and his message, though true, would never be taken
seriously. .
But the blood-baths of Stalin's era, the
unrelieved cold war, and more than anything else the indisp\)table scientific wonders of nuclear and space success in Russia
have at last given him an audience.
The peculiar contribution of this book
is not in the area of politics and statecraft, but in the area of religion. As Karl
Barth, before the war, rang the bell of
theology calling people away from a philosophical liberalism of their devising to the
old truths of the Bible, so G. Ray Jordan
is ringing now the bell of the Church calling its members out of the parochial and
unfit concerns of ecclesiastical success and
institutional pride into the wide world of
social need and political and moral destitution, saying that now is the appointed hour
of decision, and delay is death.
The title of this book is sensational. Yes,
but its contents are not sensationalism but
religious common sense. As one reads every
page, he can actually hear the tick of the

clock. It's either Christ or Communism.
It's absolute commitment or abject slavery.
It's either heaven or hell.
But there has been so much written on
Communism of late. What possibly new
and fresh can the author say on this subject? Really nothing at all; and, if this
were on a book on Communism as such, I
would not recommend it to the reading public. Its theme is not Communism, nor even
Christianity in relationship to Communism.
Rather it is Jesus Christ as the alternative
to Communism, and the Christian strategy
as the only means of overcoming and destroying Communism.
Jordan is not one of those who recommend a living adjustment, a policy of toleration and later possible cooperation between
democracy and totalitarian materialism, the
dictatorship of the proletariat. He is as
unrelenting on the Christian side as MaoTzetung, the Chinese, is on the communist
side. "Christianity and Communism-these
two philosophies of life are engaged in a
struggle to the death."
Yet the .genius of the book is that Dr.
Jordan places the war on the battlefield of
individual choice and action, showing us
what each of us must think and do if our
Western way of life is to win. To be sure, we
are asked to look at a sick world, but then
we are convinced that the decision that
will lead to its cure is our decision. Are we
willing to make the material sacrifices necessary for our own deliverance?
Really this is not just another book by
Jordan (he has written nineteen). It is a
tract for the time. It ought to be circulated
on the streets, thrown into open car windows, handed to people as they go to
register or vote. Every man in government
ought to take its message to heart. Its
theme is as urgent as life, its alternative as
inescapable as death.
WILLIAM R. CANNON

BOOKS RECEIVED

RELIGION WITH REVELATION, by
Charles J. Tilley. Boston, 1963: The
Christopher Publishing House; 323
pages, $4.75.
This essay, presupposing the authenticity
of divine revelation in the Bible and the
Incarnation, attempts a restatement of the
Christian concept of religion. It reflects
,vide acquaintance with cunent theological writings.
JOURNEYS AFTER PAUL, by William
R. Cannon. New York, 1963: The l\facmillan Company; 276 pages, $4.95.
Dean Cannon of Candler School of Theology, Emory University, takes the reader
to every place mentioned in the New Testament that is connected wit11 the life of St.
Paul. It is an attractive travelogue by a
New Testament scholar and gifted writer.
[ 411]
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President John F. Kennedy is shown addressing 24-3 religious leaclers whom he callccl
together in June for a conference on how to fight racial cliscrimination in the U.S.A. Sec
story on this page.

PRESIDENT CONFERS
WITH CHURCH LEADERS
The current racial conflict is seen as a
"moral issue" by the U.S. administration,
Methodist participants reported following
the June 17 meeting of religious leaders
with President Kennedy.
General reaction to the meeting was
favorable among the eleven Methodist
bishops and one general board executive
present. Some of the bishops missed portions
of annual conferences over which they were
presiding in order to be here, and some
others were unable to attend due to similar
conflicts.
The President told some 200 leaders that
he believed the leadership of the church
is paramount in mobilizing support for the
drive toward racial justice and equality. He
asked them to dedicate themselves to the
effort because of their religious commitment
and because of the demands of the time.
Formation of an interfaith civil rights advisory committee was announced by the
President, who requested J. Irwin Miller,
Disciples of Christ layman and president of
National Council of Churches, to be its
leader. The meeting expressed its support
for this move.
40
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A spokesman said the President predicted
that all Americans are going to move from
second class citizenship to equality, in an
orderly and productive way, and that the
schedule for it is being set by the Negro
community, not by the Congress, the
churches or the President.
Citing both achievements in desegregation and the danger of violence still present
in many cities, the President and the Attorney General told of the work that is
under way to seek the support of community
leaders toward achieving justice and equality. They urged that close contact be maintained with the Negro community.
In answer to a question, the President
said he knew that securing new civil rights
legislation meant a hard struggle and
pleaded for the . churchmen's support.
The Attorney General said, when asked
about the propriety of demonstrations, that
voluntary settlement by negotiation is preferable but that it is in the American tradition to walk and carry signs when people
have tried many times for negotiation.
!v1ethodists who attended included Bishops Charles W. Brashares of Chicago, :Matthew W. Clair, .Jr., of St. Louis, Fred P.
Corson of Philadelphia, F. Gerald Ensley

of Des l'v1oines, Charles F. Golden of Nashville, Paul Hardin, Jr., of Columbia, S.C.,
Nolan B. Harmon of Charlotte, N.C., John
vV. Lord of \\7ashington, D.C., Edgar A.
Love of Baltimore, James K. Mathews of
Boston and Lloyd C. Wicke of New York
City; and the Rev. A. Dudley Ward, associate general secretary of the Board of
Christian Social Concerns.
Bishop Brashares commented: "\Ve left
with the assurance the President and Attorne)' General knew what is going on in
each specific local situation . . . . They feel
the local priests, rabbis and ministers could
lead the people to happy solutions for all
members of each community, if these persons will help them face the moral issues
of racial discrimination, concerning jobs,
housing and the right to vote."
Bishop Harmon said: "I am glad to see
that the President understood the varying
aspects of the racial tension, and was aware
of the feeling of local peoples about outsiders coming in. I was glad also that he
recognized that deeper than law or legislation is a need for a community of fellowship
which some of us think is in danger of being
broken by too much force or pressure." He
added his feeling that the President's sugWORLD OUTLOOK

gestion for biracial comm1ss10ns was constructive" but one which "some of us have
been following for sometime."
Bishop Love called the session "ve1y
profitable."
Bishop Lord spoke at the President's
gathering to express a feeling of responsibility by church leaders, and to report
meeting for five hours to appeal to civic
and religious leaders of the white community in Cambridge, Md., recently torn by
violence.

NCC GENERAL BOARD
TAKES ACTION
Top representatives of thiity-one Protestant, Anglican and Orthodox church
bodies, in session at the Riverside Church
in New York City, June 6-8, tackled a wide
range of issues facing both the churches
and the nation.
Convened for the spring business meeting
of the General Board of the National Council of Churches, they outlined action and
stands on ciitical matters of social and moral
concern.
Action taken ranged from approving direct church involvement in the racial crisis,
to the use of the Bible in public schools
(for insh·uction only, not for devotions),

urging higher television and radio programming standards (the FCC should "oversee" networks too), support for the UN
Convention of the status of women (the
U.S. Senate should ratify it). The Board
also elected Dr. R. H. Edwin Espy as the
new general secretary of the Council, to
succeed the Rev. Dr. Roy G. Ross who
retired as the Council's top executive June
30.
They heard the retiring general secretary, Dr. Ross, review the first twelve years
of the Council's life, and discussed proposed revisions of the Council's constitution
to be submitted to next December's General
Assembly in Philadelphia.
The General Assembly, they were told
by J. Irwin Miller, Council president, will
be addressed by the President of the United
States in the evening of Tuesday, December
3, at Philadelphia's Convention Hall.
Outstanding social function at the Riverside Church during the Board meeting was
a dinner Thursday night at which distinguished church leaders honored Dr. Ross
on the eve of his retirement. Dr. Ross,
a pioneer in the ecumenical movement in
this country, headed for years the International Council of Religious Education,
one of thirteen agencies merging to form

the National Council in 1950. Serving first
as its associate general secretary, he became
the Council's general secretary in 1954 on
retirement of Dr. Samuel McCrea Cavert,
who participated in the tribute.
Three of the four speakers at the dinner
were former presidents of the Council. They
were the Rt. Rev. Henry Knox Sherrill of
the Protestant Episcopal Church, the Rev.
Dr. Edwin T. Dahlberg, of the American
Baptist Convention, and the Rev. Dr Eugene Carson Blake, Stated Clerk of the
United Presbyterian Church in the USA.
They shared the program for the evening
with the Rev. Dr. Luther A. Weigle, renowned Bible scholar and Dean Emeritus
of the Yale Divinity School.
On the opening day, the Board unanimously adopted an emergency program of
action to bring the combined force of their
churches into the struggle for racial justice.
They authorized the Council to invite
Roman Catholic and Jewish leadership to
joint action against segregation, called on
all communions in Council to eliminate
discrimination in their churches, and set up
a Commission on Religion and Race to
mobolize the resources of all units of the
Council and its member communions in
a planned strategy.

This group of church leaders of Chinese descent from Malaya and Sarawak rec.cntly
visited l\Icthodist work in the Philippines. Accompanied by l\lr. and Mrs. Douglas Coolc,
missionaries to Sarawak, the l\lcthodist leaders spent two weeks visiting Philippine
churches and studying the church p1·og1·am,
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NEW AMERICAN
PAYS $JOO WEEKLY • • •
TO YOU THOUSANDS OF
READERS WHO KNOW
THAT DRINKING AND SMOKING ARE EVIL!
You do not drink or smoke ... so why pay premiums for those who do?
'

I
I

Why pay the penalty for those
who drink or smoke?
Every day you pick up the paper you
read more evidence that drinking and
smoking can shorten life. Because they
are among America's leading health problems-leading to cancer, heart trouble,
sinus trouble, liver trouble and many
other diseases-they're a prime cause of
the high premium rates most hospitalization plans charge. But why should you pay
the price for those who drink or smoke?
You no longer have to! Here's why.
Our rates are based
on your superior health
The new American Temperance Hospitalization Plan is not offered to drinkers
and smokers, because of the high rates
they cause. We can bring you a whole
new set of rates that are unbelievably
low because they're based on your good
health as a non-drinker and non-smoker.
Also, your American Temperance premiums can never be raised because you grow
older or have too many claims. Only a
general rate adjustment up or down could
affect your low rates! And only you can
canceiyour policy. We cannot.

1)

You receive $100 weeklyeven for life
The very day you enter a hospital you
begin to get $100 a week cash ... as
long as you are hospitalized, even for
life! Good in any lawfully operated
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hospital in the world. Choose your
own! We pay in addition to any other
insurance you carry. And we pay
direct to you in cash ... tax free!
We send out our payments to you Air
Mail Special so you have cash in hand
fast. And there is no limit on the number of times you can collect.

2)

We cover all sicknesses
and accidents.
Your policy covers you for every conceivable kind of accident and sickness
except pregnancy; any act of war or
military service; pre-existing conditions; or hospitalization caused by use
of liquor or narcotics. Everything else
that could possibly happen to you is
covered. You'll be protected as never
before-at amazingly low rates!

3) Other benefits for loss within
90 days of accident
(as described in policy)
We pay $2,000 cash for accidental
death. We pay $2,000 cash for loss of
one hand, one foot, or sight of one eye.
We pay $6,000 cash for loss of both
eyes, both hands, or both feet.
We invite close comparison
with any other plan.
There really is no other plan like ours.
But compare our rates with others for
similar coverage. Discover for yourself
what you save. And remember, there is
no limit on how long you stay in the hospital, no limit on age, no limit on the number of times you can collect!

Here's all you do.
Fill out the application at the right.
Notice the amazingly low rates! Enclose
it in an envelope and mail to American
Temperance Associates, Box 131, Libertyville, Illinois. Upon approval, you will get
your policy promptly by mail, and coverage begins at noon on the effective date
of your policy. No salesman will call.
Don't delay! Every day almost 50,000
people enter hospitals. Any day, one of
them could be you. Protect yourself before it's too late!

MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE
Read over your policy care[ully.
Ask your minister, lawyer and
doctor lo examine it. Be sure it
provides exactly what we say it
does. Then, if for any reason at
all you are not 100% satisfied,
just mail your policy back to us
within 30 days and we will immediately refund your entire premium. No questions asked. You
can gain thousands of dollars ..•
you risk nothing.
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II

TEMPERANCE PLAN
EVEN FOR LIFE!
Here at last is a new kind of hospitalization plan for non-drinkers
and non-smokers only! The rates are fantastically low because
' "poor risk" drinkers and smokers are excluded. And because your
health is superior.... there is absolutely no age limit, no physical
examination, no waiting period. Only you can cancel your policy...
and no salesman will ever call! Starting from the very first
day you enter any hospital. ..
1

TAILE BELOW AND INCLUDEYOURt
IMPORTANT .CHECK
• FIRST PREMIUM WITH APPLICATION
300
FOR
AT·
LOOtc AT THESE
I
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE HOSPITALIZATION POLICY AMERICAN Y~MPUtANCE LOW RAYES :
APPLICATION TO

PIONEER LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Name (PLEASE PRINT)"
Street or RD i
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zone _ _County _ _ State_ _ _ __
Age _ _ _ _ _ _ Date of Birth _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Month

Day

I Occupation
Height
Weight _ _ __
I Beneficiary
Relationship _ _ _ _ __
I I also apply for coverage tor the members of my family listed below:
(

(

NAME

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

BENEFICIARY

I.

I

I
Each child 18
and under pays
Each adult
19-64 pays

I 2.
I

l

3.
4.

To the best of your knowledge and belief, are you and all members listed above in good health
and free from any physical impairment, or disease? Yes O No O
To the best of your knowledge, have you or any member above listed had medical advice or
treatment, or have you or they been advised to have a surgical operation in the last five years?
Yes O No O If so, please give details stating person affected, cause, date, name and
address of attending physician, and whether fully recovered.

Neither 1. nor any person listed above uses tobacco or alcoholic beverages, and I hereby apply
lo~ a po!1cy base.d on the understanding that the policy does not cover conditions triginating
pnor to its effective date, and that the policy is issued solely and entirely in reliance upon the
written answers to the above questions.
Date·
Signed:

Each adult
65-100 pays

SAVE TWO MOfHHS PREMIUM BY PAY!nG YEARLY!

L----------------Mail this application with your first premium

AMERICAN
TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATES

x.
L---------_. . . . . , __. _______
_,_ . . _. ___._..,_.._. _____
AT·IAT
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to

_______________ _.,_ __ ... J.u·

Box 131 Libertyville, Illinois
~_..,
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Formation of the twcntv-five-member
Commission was begun immeciiately. Named
as chairman was the Rt. Rev. Arthur C.
Lichtenberger, Presiding Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church. Temporary staff
for the Commission will be headed by the
Rev. Dr. Jon L. Regier, executive secretary
of the Council's Division of Home :tvlissions.
The urgent action program adopted visualizes an assembly of religious leaders in
\Vashington to support and press civil rights
legislation and to "witness to the fact that
this is a national moral issue and not a
regional problem."
The church leaders also committed themselves to direct participation in demonstrations and authorized the Commission to
"take risks in behalf of the National Council of Churches which are required by the
situation." The Commission will work closely
with the Continuing Committee of the historic interreligious National Conference on
Religion and Race which was held in Chicago last January.
In a later action the Board urged the
churches to "participate in economic pressures in a responsible and disciplined manner to eliminate economic injustice and to
end discrimination against any of God's
people based on race, creed or national
origin."
The urgency of the churches' concern in
the race issue was reflected in the unanimity
with which the recommendations were approved. Many church leaders rose to speak
in support, urging even stronger action and
insisting that implementation of the program be undertaken immediately.
In another major policy decision the
Board approved a pronouncement, on "The
Church and Television and Radio Broadcasting." Adopted by a vote of fifty-five for
and six against, the pronouncement advocates federal "oversight" of television and
radio networks. It speaks out for "integrity"
of advertising on television and radio, urges
that members of Congress with radio and
television holdings should not sit on committees legislating communications, and
commends rules for the limitation of air
advertising time.
In a major pronouncement on the
churches and public schools, the church
leaders declared that "neither true religion
nor good education is dependent upon the
devotional use of the Bible in the public
school program." They agreed, however,
that the Bible is seen as a necessary "source
book" in the treahnent of some regular
subjects.
\Vhile agreeing with the Supreme Court
that a prayer composed by the New York
Board of Regents could .not be used since
its government sponsored authority violated
the First Amendment, the churchmen did
not rule out prayers in schools altogether.
They declared that "whether prayers may
be offered at special occasions in the public schools may well be left to the judgment of the board responsible for the
program of the public school in the local
community."
In supporting the UN Convention on
Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for
44
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t-.fr1rriage, and Registration of Marriage, tl1e
General Board urged strong support for
ratification by the U.S. Senate of the measure. Last February at its winter meeting in
Denver, tl1e Board adopted a resolution
backing equal pay for equal work for
women.
The Council's new general secretmy, Dr.
R. H. Ed,vin Espy has been associate general secretary since 1958. He was formerly
associate executive secretary of the Council's Division of Christian Life and \Vork
1955-57, and directed the work of the National Student YMCA for eleven years before coming to tl1e Council. A Baptist, Dr.
Espy is a veteran of international church
conferences and a leader in the ecumenical
( interchurch) movement.
Among other action, the General Board
approved a change in the date of the annual observance of Laymen's Sunday which
is now to be marked on the second Sunday
in October annually. The Board also approved a proposed interfaith project for
vocational guidance in the public schools.
In final session, tl1e denominational leaders heard a panel of distinguished foreign
affairs experts review major issues in international relations with particular reference
to the role of the churches.
The panel, chaired by the Hon. Ernest
A. Gross, former U.S. Ambassador to the
UN and presently chairman of the Council's
Deparhnent of International Affairs, included the Hon. Paul G. Hoffman, director
of the Special Fund of the UN, and Dr.
Kenneth Thompson of the Rockefeller
Foundation.
The General Board will next meet in
October in a special session to consider
new constitutional by-laws and proposed
structural changes for the National Council.
The October meeting will also be held in
New York's Riverside Church.

MISSISSIPPI PASTORS
TRANSFER OVER RACE
After five Negroes were refused admission
to Galloway Memorial Methodist Church,
Jackson, Miss., Sunday, June 9, the pastor
and assistant pastor said they would request new assignments.
The Rev. W. B. Selah, pastor of the
church since 1945, said, "I know in conscience there can be no color bar in a
Christian church so I will ask the bishop
for another appointment."
The assistant pastor, the Rev. Jerry Furr,
said he would take the same position, adding, "I could not willingly serve a church
that turns any people away."
Galloway Memorial, with about 4,000
members, is the largest Methodist church
in Mississippi.
Also on Sunday, June 9, three other
white Protestant churches in Jackson turned
away twelve other Negroes. It was reported
that five Negroes went to mass at St. Peters
Roman Catholic Church, where Negroes
have regularly attended services for years.
Dr. Selah, a native of Missouri, has
served churches in Fayette and Kansas City,
Mo., Memphis, Tenn., and Oklahoma City,
Okla.
The Jackson Area includes the Missis-

sippi, North Mississippi, and Memphis Conferences of the denomination's Southeastern
Jurisdiction.
It was later announced that both the
pastor and assistant pastor will transfer to
other states.
Dr. W. B. Selah, Galloway Memorial pastor since 1945, will become vice-president
of Central Methodist College, Fayette, Mo.,
Aug. 1.
The assistant pastor, the Rev. Jerry Furr,
will take an appoinhnent in the Southern
California-Arizona Methodist Conference.
Bishop Marvin A. Franklin, Jackson,
Miss., who announced the transfers, called
both men fine preachers and said he was
especially pleased that Dr. Selah will have
the opportunity to serve the college of
which he is a graduate and in Fayette,
where he once was a pastor.
Bishop Eugene M. Frank, St. Louis, requested Dr. Selah's transfer to the Missouri
West Methodist Conference and appointed
him to the position at the college.
Mr. Furr's transfer was requested by
Bishop Gerald H. Kennedy, Los Angeles.
Galloway Memorial, with about 4,000
members, is the largest Methodist church
in Mississippi. Bishop Franklin said he has
not yet appointed a new pastor for the
church.

PROGRAM FOR INTERNS
IN CITY ANNOUNCED
The Division of National Missions of
the Metliodist Board of Missions has announced its second new program within a
month to strengthen and renew the Methodist ministry to inner city areas in the
United States.
In May, the Division announced a new
program of lay volunteer service in the
inner city. The second program, announced
June 18, is for ordained ministers and is a
special program of post-seminary :internships in inner city church work. The program was approved by the Division on
recommendation of its Committee on Home
Missions.
Persons working as post-seminary interns
will engage in a comprehensive but varied
ministry to the inner city for a year. The
work will encompass evangelistic, educational, pastoral and other services among inner
city people. New forms of ministry and new
approaches to church work in the inner
city will be encouraged, all with the aim of
strengthening and revitalizing Methodist
work in the changing core areas of America's cities.
Explaining the new program, the Rev.
Dr. Ernest V. May, a director of the Department of City Work of the National
Division, said that ministers working as
post-seminary interns must have a bachelor
of divinity degree, be ordained Methodist
elders and begin their service witl1in five
years after graduation from seminary. They
should have had pastoral experience in at
least one church after graduation from
seminary.
Each intern must agree to accept appointment as pastor of an inner city church for
two years following the internship. Study
WORLD OUTLOOK

will be a part of each intern's service, and
each must agree to take at least one threehour course in a local seminary or university.
The intern will work under the supervision of a local pastor, district superintendent, executive secretary of a city missionary society, annual conference board of
missions or seminary professor. The National
Division will maintain contact with the intern through its Department of City Work.
Financial compensation will be provided
to the intern by the local agency and by
the National Division. The Division will
pay part of the salaiy, the insurance and
the b·avel to the place of work if it is away
from the intern's home area.
"Like the lay volunteer program," Dr.
May said, "we hope that the post-seminary
internship will provide some creative new
leadership to inner city churches. We would
hope that an auxiliary benefit might be the
commitment of a minister who has been an
intern to the inner city ministry as a career."
Full details of the internship program are
available from: Department: of City Work,
Division of National l'vlissions, 1701 Arch
St., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

METHODISTS EXAMINE
ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
Methodists will examine their relationship to today's ecumenical movement at a
conference at Lake Junaluska, N.C., Aug.
4-7, sponsored by the World Methodist
Council.
Both Catholics and Protestants will be
heard concerning the Vatican Council, the
World Council of Churches' Faith and Order Conference and Methodism in many
relationships to other churches.
The program for "Methodism in an Ecumenical Age" was announced by the Rev.
Dr. Lee F. Tuttle, American secretary of the
World Methodist Council, who is at its headquarters at Lake Junaluska. Dr. Tuttle said
that probably "no other denomination as yet
has taken this close critical look at itself in
the light of current ecumenical developments."
Keynote speaker Sunday evening will be
'Dr. Albert C. Outler, professor of theology
at Perkins School of Theology, Dallas, Tex.
He also will give the "Guidestones for the
Future" address to close the conference
Wednesday morning.
Interpretations of the Vatican Council
will be given by Dr. Claud D. Nelson, retired international worker with students and
in relief, who was a news reporter at the
Rome meeting; Archbishop Paul A. Hallinan
of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Atlanta, and Bishop Fred P. Corson of the
Philadelphia Area and president of the
World Methodist Council. A roundtable discussion also will include Dr. Outler, an observer at the council, and Miss Dorothy McConnell, New York, an editor of ·world Outlook magazine, who attended its sessions as
a news reporter.
Relationships to the World Council of
Churches will be highlighted by Dr. Robert
Bilheimer, Presbytetian, associate genera]
secretary of WCC in Geneva, Switzerland.
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He will speak of t11e July World Faith and
Order Conference at Montreal, Canada.
Other speakers will include Dean Robert
E . Cushman of Duke Divinity School; Dr.
Tracey K. Jones, Jr., associate secretary,
Division of World Missions; Dr. Gaither P.
Warfield, general secretary, Methodist Committee for Overseas Relief; Bishop F. Gerald
Ensley of Des Moines Area; Dr. Gerald
:tvlcCulloh, director of ministerial education,
Board of Education; the Rev. William Selwyn Dawson, pastor of First Methodist
Church, Christchurch, New Zealand. Their
subjects will include missions, relief programs, theological education and the ecumenical movement in Australasia.

Sell GREETING CARDS & GIFTS
Christmas and All Occnian Cards
Jewrlrr • Slat1oner1 • wrappings • Tcrs
Over 150 Name Imprinted Christmas Cards

F. MURRAY BENSON
DIES AT SIXTY-EIGHT
F. Murray Benson, 68, chairman of the
Board of Publication of The Methodist
Church, died of a heart attack June 14 at his
home in Baltimore, Md., as he was preparing to go to his office.
As board chairman, Mr. Benson was in
frequent touch with the Nashville headquarters offices of The Methodist Publishing
House, operating agency of the Board of
Publication.
An attorney, he was a partner in the Jaw
firm of Sauerwein, Benson and Boyd.
He was elected chairman of the Board of
Publication in 1960, after having been a
board member for twenty years.
He was a member of Starr Methodist
Church, Baltimore, and funeral services
were conducted there.
Mr. Benson's father and both grandfathers were Methodist ministers, and he
was a leading layman of the Baltimore
Methodist Conference.
He had been city solicitor for Baltimore
and parole commissioner for Maryland.
A native of Alexandria, Va., he was a
graduate of Western Maryland College and
the University of Maryland.
He is survived by his widow, four children and several grandchildren.

STUDENT MOVEMENT
PLANS TRAINING
The Methodist Student Movement \viii
have seven regional leadership training conferences late this summer.
They are scheduled as follows: Southeast
-Lake Junaluska, N. C., Aug. 23-30;
Pacific Southwest-San Diego, Calif., Aug.
24-30; South Central-Lakeview Assembly,
Palestine, Texas, Aug. 24-31; Great PlainsLake Poinsett, South Dakota, Aug. 24-31;
Northeast-Vilatson Homestead, Painted
Post, N.Y., Aug. 25-31; North CentralGarrett Theological Seminary, Evanston, Ill.,
Aug. 26 to Sept. l; Pacific Northwest-Pine
Crest Camp, Colorado, Sept. 2-7.
Theme for the conferences will be "Agony
and Renewal: A Call to Mission in the
Church, on the Campus, in the World."
"Individual conferences may use a slightly different statement of the theme," said
the Rev. Dr. Glen Otis Martin, Nashville,
"but it is hoped that in each case they will
deal relevantly \vith the agony of both the
church and the world, with the possibilities
of renewal, and with our mission as persons

You are guaranteed a fixed and regular income as long as you live and your Annuity
dollars will continue to perform your
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who par~cipate in both the agony and the
renewal.
Dr. Martin is a staff member of the Methodist Board of Education's Department of
College and University Religious Life, to
which the MSM is related.
The MSM is The Methodist Church's
organization of college and university students.
Leaders of the conferences:
Southeast-Platform speaker: Dr. Theodore Runyon, a faculty member at Candler
School of Theology, Emory University, Atlanta; educational director: Rev. Robert
Davis, Nashville, staff, Methodist Board of
Education; dean: Rev. Russell Edwards,
'Vesley Foundation director, University of
Georgia, Athens.
Pacific Southwest-Platform speaker: Dr.
J. Robert Nelson, a professor at Oberlin
College Graduate School of Theology, Oberlin, Ohio; educational director: Dr. Glen
Otis Martin; dean: Rev. Philip E. Collin,
minister, University Methodist Church, Redlands, Calif.
South Central-Platform speaker: Dr.
Franklin Littell, a professor at Chicago
Theological Seminary; educational director:
Rev. William Corzine, Nashville, staff, Methodist Board of Education; dean: Rev. Warren Boley, Oklahoma City, director of the
Oklahoma MSM.
Great Plains-Platform speaker: Dr.
Richard Nesmith, a faculty member at Saint
Paul School of Theology Methodist, Kansas
City, Mo.; educational director: Dr. H . D.
Bollinger, Nashville, staff, Methodist Board
of Education; dean: Rev. Duane Hutchinson, director, Wesley Foundation, University
of Nebraska, Lincoln.
Northeast-Platform speaker: Rev. James
Lawson, pastor, Centenary Methodist
Church, Memphis, Tenn.; educational director: Miss Ruth Harris, New York City, staff,
Methodist Board of Missions; dean: Rev.
Hollis Hayward, director, Wesley Foundation, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
North Central-Platform speaker: Dr.
Deane William Ferm, dean of the chapel,
Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,
Mass.; educational director: Dr. William
Gould, New York City, staff, Methodist
Board of Missions; dean: Rev. Roy Agte,
director, Wesley Foundation, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Pacific Northwest-Platform speaker: Dr.
James Gustafson, a faculty member at Yale
Divinity School, New Haven, Conn.; educational director: Rev. B. J. Stiles, Nashville, staff, Methodist Board of Education;
dean: Rev. Robert Kingsbury, director,
Wesley Foundation, University of Oregon,
Eugene.
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CHAPLAIN SECRETARY
WEDS. MRS. HENRY
The Rev. Dr. John R. McLaughlin, general secretary of the Methodist Commission
on Chaplains, and Mrs. Iona Henry were
united in marriage June 15. They will make
their home in Washington, D.C.
The ceremony was conducted by the
Rev. William Lancey of Morristown, N.J.,
and the Rev. William F. B. Rodda of
Chatham. Attendants were the groom's
son, J. Richard McLaughlin of Omaha,
Nebr., and daughter, Mrs. Patrick (Anne)
Shealy of Washington.
The couple have known each other since
childhood, when her father, the late Rev.
C. V. Shulenberger, was the McLaughlin
family pastor in Kansas. Both are graduates
of Baker University in the class of 1930.
Mrs. McLaughlin has served on the staff
of the Woman's Division of Christian
Service and for the past four years has been
dean of women at Montclair Teachers College, New Jersey.

FLORIDA CONFERENCE
ASKS RACE ACTIONS
A resolution urging Methodist leadership
in all areas of race relations was adopted
overwhelmingly by tl1e Florida Conference
(SEJ) at its annual sessions in June.
Presented.' by the Board of Christian Social Concerns "in light of the present social
upheaval in the area of race relations and
because we believe the Church must provide leadership in this crucial hour," the
resolution urged that:
Methodists help organize community biracial committees.
Ministers help integrate local ministerial
associations.
District training schools be integrated.
Churches seat all worshipers regardless
of race.
Methodist businessmen eliminate discrimination in their business practices.
All Methodists "contribute to the peaceful and orderly desegregation of public
facilities."
The Conference go on record as "wholeheartedly supporting its ministers and
laymen who preach and practice , the
~osp~~ of brotherhood across racial
Imes.
In addition, the resolution commended
the Conference Woman's Society of Christian Service for ratifying its Charter of
Racial Policies, and pledged support to
Florida Southern College, a Methoaist institution, if trustees should implement a
"policy of non-discrimination."

BUILDINGS NAMED
FOR MISSIONARY
A large complex of buildings, named in
honor of a veteran Methodist lay missionary, is rising on the campus of Ward College
in Buenos Aires, Argentina, one of The
Methodist Church's best-known institutions
in Latin America.
The $250,000 Aden Center at the school
is under construction and is expected to
be completed some time in the fall. Its dedication is planned as part of the school's
fiftieth anniversary. The Center is named
in honor of Dr. Fred Aden, now retired
and living in Stockton, Calif. He was a lay
missionary to Argentina for thirty-seven
years and for thirty-five of them was director (principal) of Ward College.
Ward College is one of the principal
Methodist institutions in Latin America and
is secondary and commercial school with
an enrollment of 1,100 students. The Disciples of Christ cooperate with the Methodists in sponsoring the school.
The Aden Center includes five principal
buildings: 1-A chapel to seat 240 persons. 2-A theater for concerts and
dramatic productions, to seat 400. 3-A
new and larger library. 4-A building to
house various laboratories, including those
for physics, chemistry and languages. 5An alumni social center.
Funds for the new building complex are
being raised from three principal sources:
Reserve funds held by Ward College; contributions from alumni and friends; donations from the Methodist Board of Missions.
Dr. Aden, who was appointed director of
Ward College in 1920, only two years after
his arrival in Argentina, was the man primarily responsible for the school's development. It was under his leadership that the
campus was moved from downtown Buenos
Aires to its present location in suburban
Ramos Mejia. It was also under his leadership that the faculty, student body, curriculum and reputation of the school grew. He
served as principal until 1955, when he retired from missionary service. He was succeeded by the present director, Dr. Ernesto
Bauman, an Argentinian Methodist layman
and former dentist.
The Aden Center is the second honor
which has come to Dr. Aden as a result of
his pioneering missionary and educational
service in Argentina. In 1954 he received
the "Americas Award" of the Americas
Foundation, an independent philanthropic
organization dedicated to good relations between North and South America. Other
recipients of that award have been former
President Herbert Hoover. and Miss Helen
Keller.
Born in Garrison, Neb., Dr. Aden was
graduated from the University of Southern
California with the bachelor of arts degree
in 1915 and the master of arts degree in
1916. He went to Argentina in 1918. He
holds the honorary doctor of laws degree
from Occidental College, Los Angeles.

SWEDEN SEMI NARY
NAMES KALLSTAD DEAN
A report on Methodist growth in Norway
.over the last fifty years and the appointWORLD OUTLOOK
'I

ment of a new dean tor the seminary which
trains l\fothodist ministers in four countries are prominent in news dispatches
from Scandinavia to the Methodist Board
of l\Hssions.
A comparative survey of The Methodist
Church in Norway in 1910 and now reveals
that there has been substantial growth in
all areas of the church's life and tremendous growth in some areas. The Rev. ArneJacob Kristoffersen, Methodist news correspondent for Scandinavia, reported that
the survey shows a membership increase
from 5,600 to 8,200 and an increase in the
number of churches from 52 to 84. The
largest gains, however, are in giving. Norwegian Methodists are giving twenty times
as much for pastoral salaries now as they
did in 1910 and twenty-six times as much
for world missions.
The new dean of the Union Methodist
Theological Seminary at Gothenburg,
Sweden, is the Rev. Thorvald Kallstad,
Swedish p astor, theologian, editor and
member of the Swedish Parliament. He succeeds the Rev. Dr. Alf Lier, who died in
February. Mr. Kallstad has been serving in
the Parliament since 1960, the first Methodist clergyman to be a national legislator
in sixty-five years. He has been a pastor in
Stockholm, a professor at the seminary and
editor of Kristet Forum, a magazine of the
free (non-state) churches of Sweden. The
seminary trains Methodist ministers for Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland.

INDIA CLINIC
SERVES 4,000
A dental clinic-on-wheels, given by Ohio
Methodists for use by an Ohio Methodist
missionary dentist, treated 4,000 patients
in a recent twelve-month period.
Dr. Eugene M. Riel, whose American
home is Dayton, Ohio, operates the mobile
unit and helps to minister to the dental
needs of the Indian people and missionaries
throughout northern India. It is from his
annual report that the information on the
dental clinic's medical ministry comes.
Dr. Riel works out from one of Methodism's noted medical institutions in India,
the Clara Swain Hospital in Bareilly. His
wife is an occupational therapist on the
Clara Swain staff.
The clinic traveled 3,000 miles and admitted 4,000 dental patients through its
doors in a recent twelve-month period, Dr.
Riel reported. Though he ministered
throughout a sizable section of northern
India, Dr. Riel is the only licensed dentist
in the city of Bareilly (population 300,000).
He wrote that he had had a communication
from the Minister of Health of India, thanking him for the pioneer work that the clinic
is doing and suggesting that this work be
extended to more villages. Dr. Riel hopes
to put a second mobile dental unit in operation, using old portable equipment from
Clara Swain Hospital.
Born in Portsmouth, Ohio, Dr. Riel was
educated at Ohio State University (bachelor of science) at Columbus and also took
dental training there. He was in private
dental practice for many years before going
to India as a missionary dentist in 1957.
AUGUST 1963

HONORARY DEGREES
AW ARD ED TO TWO

Methodist hospital is the only medical
facility for thousands of people along the
Rejang River and in the surrounding jungle
areas.
Since its beginning in 1956, Christ Hospital has given an ever-expanding medical
ministry and is training needed medical
workers for Sarawak. The accomplishments
of the hospital in 1962 were reported to
the Methodist Board of 1'1issions recently by
Dr. Norvin Schuman of Neodesha, Kansas,
a medical missionary and the hospital's
interim superintendent.
About one-half of the patients treated by
the Christ Hospital staff of fifty-two were
cared for in a decentralized medical program, which includes a major clinic at the
Nanga Mujong mission station and six
smaller points served by a mobile boat
clinic. Enlarged facilities at the hospital itself, which now has sixty beds, enabled the
staff to treat 2,170 in-patients and 10,013
out-patients in Kapit. In addition, the dental
clinic treated 1,126 persons.
The clinic at Nanga Mujong treated 5,080
patients, and the mobile boat clinic traveled
1,400 miles and treated 2,575 patients. The
hospital staff in Kapit performed 406 operations, gave 30,423 laboratory examinations
and delivered 96 babies. The mobile boat
clinic, working in the field of preventive
medicine, gave numerous illustrated health
lectures in Ibrin long-houses.
In another important field, the preparation of medical personnel, Christ Hospital
continued to train nurses, medical technicians and other workers. In 1963, for the
first time, Dr. Schuman reported, the hospital is sending two nurses to study in the
government school of nursing.
During the current year, Dr. Schuman is
being aided in the medical work by Dr.
Gerald Downie of Kankakee, Ill., a former
medical missionary to China. In evaluating
the over-all work of the hospital, Dr. Schuman wrote:
"Christ Hospital continues to grow in
size and service. However, in the coming year, we hope our greatest growth will
be not in measurable things but in Christian
witness. Pray with us that God may use
Christ Hospital, the Christ Hospital mobile
clinic and the clinic at Nanga Mujong to
witness ever increasingly to Christ by deed
and word."

The president of the national organization representing 1,800,000 Methodist
women and a Methodist missionary to
India recently received honorary doctorate
degrees from two Methodist colleges. The
degree recipients are :
l\Irs. J. Fount Tillman, Lewisburg, Tenn.,
president since 1956 of the Vi'oman's Division of Christian Service of The Methodist
Church and a vice-president of the Methodist Board of Missions. She received the
doctor of humane letters degree from Illinois \Vesleyan University at Bloomington.
The Rev. Dr. James E. McEldowney, Indianola, Iowa, a missionary to India since
1939. He received the doctor of divinity
degree from Simpson College.
Born in Allison, Tenn., Mrs. Tillman is
a graduate of George Peabody College
(bachelor of science), Nashville, Tenn., and
New York University (master of arts). She
was a Methodist missionary to China and
a staff executive of the Board of Christian
Education of the former Methodi'St Episcopal Church, South. After her marriage in
1934 to the late J. Fount Tillman, she was
executive secretary and treasurer for several
years of the Tennessee Hotel Association.
Since Mr. Tillman's death in 1946, she has
given almost full-time to volunteer work
in the church. Mrs. Tillman is a vice-president of the National Council of Churches, is
a trustee of several colleges and has been a
delegate to the Methodist General Conference.
Born in Henry, S.D., Dr. McEldowney
was educated at Simpson College (bachelor
of arts), Boston University School of Theology (bachelor of sacred theology) and the
University of Chicago (doctor of philosophy). During twenty-four years of missionary service in India, he has taught at the
Leonard Theological College at Jabalpur
and pioneered in the development of films,
radio and other mass communications techniques for Christian evangelism and education. He is cun-ently associate director of
the Christian Association for Radio and
Audio-Visual Service of India.

SARAWAK HOSPITAL
SERVES 20,000
Christ Hospital in Sarawak (Borneo),
which for seven vears has served the health
needs of the Iba~ and Chinese people in an
area of several hundred square miles,
treated 20,964 patients in 1962. Located
at Kapit in the interior of Sarawak, the
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SIX FROM SEIWA
BECOME DCEs
Six graduates of a Methodist-related
school in Nishinomiya, Japan, recently
passed the first examination held in Japan
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The Dynamics of Church Growth by J. Waskom Pickett.
"This is a book with a world perspective. Its major
values lie in its insights for the advancing work of
the Church in its program of world Evangelization."FRANK BATEMAN STANGER, President, Asbury Theological Seminary. 124 pages.
$2.50
The Future Is Upon Us by Roy L. Smith. "A lively exploration of our fast-changing world by a man who
is both seasoned reporter and dedicated churchman.
. . . For us who want a better understanding of this
swift-rocketing age and our Christian responsibility
in it, Dr. Smith's book is a valuable guide."-Together.
252 pages.
$3.50
Cod's Mission and Ours by Eugene L. Smith. "Dr. Smith
is ... one of the most provocative thinkers now extant
in the area of missions .... A combination of imagination and responsibility such as shown by Dr. Smith
is as refreshing as it is rare."-World Outlook.· 169
$3.25
pages.
The Whole Gospel for the Whole World by Alan
Walker. "Dr. Alan Walker, the famous Australian
evangelist, has written a stirring challenge to the
Church on the subject of evangelism . . . . Dr. Walker
combines a theological commitment with a social passion-an
unbeatable
combination."-The. Garrett
Tower. 128 pages.
$2

A Vital Encounter: Christianity and <!:ommunism by
F. Ernest Johnson. "We are deeply indebted to Dr.
Johnson . . . for putting between two covers a vast
quantity of useful information and for focusing upon
the real issues in the encounter between Christianity
and Communism."-Re!igion in Life. 176 pages.
Paper, $2.25
Cod's Colony in Man's World by George W. Webber.
"A richly rewarding book, which will help the reader
bring himself more fully under the discipline of the
Gospel."-The Garrett Tower. "A rich reading experience for ministers and laymen alike."-Christian
Advocate. 155 pages.
$2.75

Ai
At

The Social Creed of The Methodist Church by A. Dudley
Ward . Written in a clear and concise style, this book
is designed to help the layman, minister, and student
understand the Social Creed of The Methodist Church
and to interpret its significance in contemporary society. 176 pages.
Paper, $1.50

A~

Au

Christian Affirmations by Costen J. Harrell. Dealing
with such subjects as Love, Faith, Life, Death, and
the Coming of the Kingdom, Bishop Harrell has set
down a clear, inspiring picture of the core of Christianity-va'luable to any reader who seeks to discover
these basic Christian affirmations. 126 pages.
$2

Au

Au.

The MESTA Project
Volume 1. Methodism and Society in Historical Perspective by Richard Cameron. "In this book the preacher
and layman will find page after page of illuminated
information."-Christian Advocate. 349 pages.
$5
Volume 2. Methodism and Society in the Twentieth
Century by Walter G. Muelder. "This book should be
in the library of every minister in Methodism. The
wider the attention it secures also among laymen, the
stronger will be the witness of The Methodist Church."
-Christian Advocate. 446 pages.
$6.50

Volume 3. Methodism and Society in Theological Perspective .by S. Paul Schilling. "This volume is a valuable addition to much needed literature in the area of
ethics and social policy."-Religion in Life, 318 pages.
$5
Volume 4. Methodism and Society: Guidelines for
Strategy by Herbert E. Stotts and Paul Deats, Jr. "It
is a storehouse of information on the challenge of
Christianity to social action."-The Methodist Layman.
383 pages.
$5.50
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Order from your bookstore

ABINGDON PRESS

The Book Publishing Division of The ·Methodist Publishing House
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for directors of Christian education.
The six young women are graduates of
Seiwa Junior College and will be working
in churches in the cities of Kobe, Osaka
and Kvoto in the field of Christian education, o~e of the growing fields for full-time
religious work in Japan. They will be working with congregations of the United
Church of Christ of Japan, to which The
Methodist Church and six other North
American denominations are related.
Seiwa Junior College, with an enrollment
of 185, trains teachers for Christian kindergartens as well as Christian education directors. It is supported by the " 7oman's Division of Christian Service of the llfothodist
Board of lviissions.

COSTA RICA CONFERENCE
HOLDS ANNUAL MEETING
The recent annual meeting of the Costa
Rica Provisional Methodist Conference was
marked by the ordination of four ministers,
the admission of three persons into ministerial membership in the conference and a

report on the growth of Costa Rican Methodists in stewardship.
Of two ministers admitted into full membership in the conference, one was the
Rev. Leora Shanks of 'Veatherford, Okla.,
a missionary who formerly served in Cuba
and a graduate of Southwestern State College (bachelor of arts) at Weatherford.
The other was the Rev. Plutarco Bonilla, a
professor in the Training School for Methodist \Vorkers at Alajuela. One person was
admitted to the conference as a minister-ontrial.
Bishop Pedro Zottele of the Pacific Area
of The Methodist Church (which includes
Costa Rica, Panama, Peru and Chile) orclained two persons as deacon and two as
elder.
A report to the conference showed that
the Methodists of Costa Rica had increased
t11eir giving to t11e Church considerably last
year over previous years. An especially encouraging part of t11e stewardship report
was that of an increase of thirty per cent
in benevolence giving in 1962.

· Americ:i's qu aHty distributor of unusual and
practical items that are proven money-makers

for a ny group that has a fund-raising project.

Gifts, Gadgets, Candies, Cards
Imports , h ousewares, jewelry. toys, Christmas
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Park Square, St. Paull, Minn.

MONEY FOR YOUR TREASURY
Over 2,000,000 Sunflower Dish Cloths
Were sold ln l!IG2 by members or Sund:iy Schools.
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Scheduled for August, 1963
( subiect to change aµer press time )
Aug. 2: Rev. and Mrs. Otis W. Bell and
three children to Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan, from Los Angeles,
Fli. #863, J.A.L.
Aug. 2: Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Clements and
three children to Hong Kong from
Seattle, Fli. # 1, NWA.
Aug. 5: Mrs. Juanita R. Show and one child
to Seoul, Korea, from San Francisco,
Pres. Cleveland, Am. Pres.
Aug. 6: Rev. and Mrs. Hendrix A. Townsley
and two children to Delhi, India,
from Long Beach, Orcades, P & 0.
Aug. 10 : Rev. and Mrs. Carleton Harold
Rickard and four children to
Yaeyama, Ryukyu Islands, Pres.
Lincoln, Am. Pres.
Aug. 11: Dr. and Mrs. William D. Bray and
three children to Nishinomiya, Japan, from San Francisco, Pres.
Cleveland, Am. Pres.
Aug. 11: Mr. and Mrs. James R. Camp and
three children to Kyoto, Japan,
from San Francisco, P;es. Cleveland,
A.P.L.
Aug. 15: Miss Misao Akagawa to Nishinomiya, Japan, from Los Angeles, Brazil
Maru, O.S.K.
Aug. 15: Dr. and Mrs. Loreto L. Crisologo
and two children to Kapit, Sarawak,
Borneo, from New York, Fli. #108,
A.I.
Aug. 15: Miss Olive M. Brooks to Tokyo, Japan, from San Francisco, via ship,
Waterman.
Aug. 15: Miss Judith Louise Dodge to Tokyo,
Japan, from San Francisco, via ship,
Waterman.
Aug. 15: Miss Julianne F. Hiler to Seoul,
Korea, from San Francisco, via
ship, Waterman.
Aug. 15: Miss Sonjie E. Pearson to Tokyo,
Japan, from San Francisco, via ship,
Waterman.
Aug. 15: Miss Lenna Belle Robinson to Seoul,
Korea, from San Francisco, via ship,
Waterman.
Aug. 15: Miss Ann Katherine Richardson to
Tokyo, Japan, from San Francisco,
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via ship, Waterman.
Aug. 16 : Rev. and Mrs. William D. Davis and
three children to Kapanga, Katanga,
Congo, from New York, via freighter, Moore-McCormack.
Aug. 18: Miss Margaret Evelyn Cassidy to
Seoul, Korea, from San Francisco,
via freighter, Waterman.
Aug. 18: Miss Janet Marie Cooper to Kuala
Lumpur, Malaya, from San Francisco, Fli. 1, PAA
Aug. 20: D. and Charles E. Ratliff and three
children to Lahore, West Pakistan,
from Ne\I! York, Cristofaro Colombo, Italian .
Aug. 20: Miss Louise Lovell to Lal Bagh,
India, from New York, Cristofaro
Colombo, Italian.
Aug. 20: Rev. Homber L. Morgan to Calcutta, India, from New York, Fli.
#2, PAA.
Aug. 22: Miss Anna May Tillou to Madras,
India, from New York, via freighter,
Isthmian.
Aug. 25: Mr. David James Hunter to Tokyo,
Japan, from San Francisco, via ship,
Waterman.
Aug. 25: Mrs. Donald H. Seely to Tokyo, Japan, from San Francisco, via ship,
Waterman.
Aug. 27 : Miss Ruth Velma .Clark to Buenos
Aires, Argentina, froin New York,
Fli. # 7, N.A.L.
Aug. 27: Miss Kay Greene to Algiers, Algeria,
from New York, Fli. # 022, AF.
Aug. 27: Miss Patricia Rothrock to France,
from New York, Fli. #022, AF.
Aug. 28: Mr. and Mrs. George W. Parrott
and three children to Tokyo, Japan,
from San Francisco, Pres. Wilson,
Am. Pres.
Aug. 29: Miss Barbara Ann Hertzler to Karachi, West Pakistan, from New
York, Flying Endeavor, American
Export Line.
Aug. 30: Miss Mary Helen Ingerson to Manila, Panama Island, from Son Francisco, Temeraire, Barber.
Aug. 31: Miss Barbaro Ann Dickerson to
Tokyo, Japan, from San Francisco,
Hawaii, State.
Aug. 31: Miss Mary Catherine Foster to
Tokoyo, Japan, from San Francisco,
Hawaii, State.
Aug. 31: Miss Iris Ovene Allum to Kumamoto, Japan, from San Francisco,
Hawaii, State.
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INA DAVIS FULTON
DEAD AT EIGHTY-NINE
l'vlcthodists everywhere will be grieved
at the news of the
death on June 28,
1963, of Mrs. Ina
Davis Fulton, 89, in
Nashville, Tennessee.
l'vlrs. Fulton was
the first treasurer of
the ·w oman's Division of Christian Service [1940-44]. She came to this position
from the former \Voman's l'vlissionary Council of the 1vlethodist Episcopal Church,
South, of which she was treasurer from
1925 until the unification of :Methodist
churches in 1939-40.
1vlrs. Fulton was born in Mt. Olivet, Kentucky. \Vhen she was twelve years of age
she moved with her family to Sherman,
Texas. In 1895 she was married to J. S.
Fulton of Sherman.

THE CROSS BEARING CITY
(continued from page 16)
The Chugoku ran two series of stories
during the weeks leading up to Aug. 6.
One was entitled "Light and Shadow"
and showed the bright and dark sides
of Hiroshima's life. These articles conb·asted the IJrosperity of the city w 1't11
the significant fact tliat fi·om the twenty
per cent of the citizens who are A-bomb
survivors come thirty-eight per cent of
the city-paid day-laborers, many of
whom are widows and old people who
cannot hold other jobs; the beautiful
Peace Boulevard and the slum section,
where some 20,000 persons live in ( 5,000)
. k
s1me ·s, many without water and lights;
a young couple, both of them victims,
taking pride in their sb·uggle to overcome their lmndicaps, with the hopelessly ill in the A-Bomb Hospital; the growing city (current population, 473,876)
and the decreasing number and percentage of its A-Bomb survivors; the pieture the world has of Hiroshima as a
beautifully restored city, and the sad
f acts, not on l y a b out its present state, but
also concerning the past road its sufferers
have traveled. These facts the "intelligentsia" of Hiroshima are becoming ever
m:Ore convinced that they must, for the
sake of their less articulate fellow-citizens, make known to the world.
Tl1e second series, entitled "Hiroshima
\Vimesses," is a step in that direction. It
gives photographs and accounts of past
and present struggles of sixteen persons
who suffered from the bomb. Among
these stories were those of four Christians I knew. One of them, a Korean
worrian who lost five children because
of the bomb, and is herself badly scarred,
50
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She was a member of ~kKendree Methodist Church in Nashville.
Mrs. Fulton is survived by a niece, Mrs.
Dorothy Bryan of Springfield, Illinois, and
several cousins. One cousin is Mrs. Charles
l'vlartin of Millersburg, Ky., where Mrs.
Fulton lived for many years.
It is suggested that in lieu of flowers contributions be made to the organ fund of
Scarritt College, Nashville, Tenn.

MISSIONARIES URGE
CHURCH INTEGRATION
Some 300 missionaries of The Methodist
Church have called upon their denomination to "take immediate action" to integrate
church life at all levels, and proposed seven
steps the church could take "almost immediately."
The missionaries also agreed to take active part in the civil rights struggle, including direct action demonstrations as picketing, sitting-in at lunch counters, and making
their voices heard and their witness felt
"wherever there is discrimination."

says her hatred of Japan and America
was cured by her faith in the love of
God-a faith without which she knows
she would have become mad or committed suicide. She makes her appeal for
peace not as a Korean but as a mother
who has lost five children.
Tl1en, in tl1e evening edition of the
Asahi for August 6, 1962, we read: "For
the first time, the quiet but persistent appeal of the victims could be felt in the
atmosphere and activities of the day.
l\tiayor Hamai in his annual proclamation spoke for other survivors when he
stated that the end of the world which
they had feared seventeen years ago was
l
d b
d '
now even c oser, ·an
egge , Let us
stop preparations for a war that can have
no victory.' "
A few days later, a copy of a message
composed and printed by the Folded
Crane children for distribution to memhers of all the peace organizations gathered in Hiroshima for the anniversary
came from Mr. Kawamoto. It read: 'We
are b·oubled by the controversy of adults
'd }
Tl d
k
over 1 eo ogy. 1is ivision wea ·ens the
movement for worId peace. \Ve wish you
would reflect and change your attitude.
In Hiroshima and Nagasaki, we want a
movement for peace, with the A-Bomb
victims at the center, but one in which
all the citizens can participate."
The more desperate the world sihiation becomes, the greater the need for
cries from Hiroshima becomes. At home
and abroad, the victims and those who
wou l c1 spea k f or t lmm must continue to
lift their voices until all mankind echoes
the words carved in the city's Peace
Park: "Sleep in peace. We shall not repeat the mistake.''

The m1ss1onaries were attending the
eighteenth Conference for New and Furloughed Missionaries at DePauw University,
Greencastle, Ind., held by the Methodist
Board of Missions (June 17 to 23). Many
were missionaries scheduled for their first
assignment abroad, but most were returning
to the United States after three to five years
of service in mission areas overseas. They
will be on furlough for one year before reh1rning to the field for another five years.
The statement, drafted and signed individually by the missionaries, will be submitted as a memorial to the Church's General Conference, which will meet in Pittsburgh, Pa., next spring. It calls for the
Church to:

.I
I
.I

1. Abolish the Central (all-Negro) Jurisdiction with all possible haste.
2. Integrate all local churches from the
pulpit to the pew.
3. Integrate all Methodist hospitals and
homes.
4. Integrate the Methodist Publishing
House (Nashville, Tenn.), by hiring
Negroes for all categories of employment.
5. Integrate all Methodist and Methodistrelated schools.
6. Intensify efforts to recruit more Negro
missionaries for all fields of service.
7. Integrate more fully executive staffs of
all boards and agencies.
On the final day of the conference the
missionaries and staff executives of the
Board's Division of World Missions and the
ur
n oman ,s Division of C1uistian Service, contributed over $3,000 at a communion service to be donated to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Atlanta, Ga., of
which the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., is president.
While on furlough a majority of the missionaries will be traveling through the country, lecturing in churches in areas ·where
viOlertce has erupted between Negroes and
w1lites. Missionaries 1iave agreed to enter
into dialogue with both Negroes and whites
and to work to bring into reconciliation.
Other steps they intend to take include entering into "sincere social relationships"
with Negroes, encouraging interracial
church fellowship, helping Negroes find
adequate housing and employment, and
petitioning proper authorities for integration
of pupils and faculty in all schools.
The conference, for the first time, largely
dealt with the racial crisis in the United
States. "We really wanted to say something
about discrimination in all areas of life," one
missionary from Alabama said, "but we
thought it best if we first urged our own
denomination to get its house in order."
Two missionaries, one from :Mississippi
and the other from New Jersey, agreed that
the racial situation was not just a problem
for the South, but the North as well. "The
entire United States must look anew at this
problem, and look at it in moral and religious terms," they said.
Missionaries returning from overseas said
racial clashes here did "untold damage" to
their efforts abroad.
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Books on the Mission Themes for 1963-64
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The books listed on this page will be especially helpful in
connection with the mission units for Sunday morning
and evening, for the 1963-64 season in schools of missions
and as elective units for your various groups. The two
central themes were especially for the work units this year.

ii

THEME: THE CHRISTIAN
MISSION IN SOUTHERN ASIA

i
1i
:\

Drama
_A

DESERT, A

HICHWAY, Darius Leander Swann,

(MM)

P~ff

7~

_THREE CLIMPSES EAST, Hetty Prim, John Anand, Reginald
Thambiah , (MM) Paper
75¢
_CONQUEST IN BURMA, Albert Johnson, (MM) Paper
75¢

Maps
SOUTHERN ASIA, A POLITICAL MAP OF INDIA, PAKISTAN,
CEYLON, NEPAL, AND BURMA, (MM)

Adult

_
Large
_Small

CHRISTIAN ISSUES IN SOUTHERN ASIA, P. D. Devanandan,
(MM)
$1.75
_ADULT CUIDE ON "SOUTHERN ASIA," Maryruth Nickels,
(MM) Paper
75¢
BRANCHES OF THE BANYAN, edited by Addison J. Eastman,
(MM) Paper, Supplementary Book
$1 .95
FUN AND FESTIVAL FROM INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEYLON, AND
NEPAL (A Revision), Irene Wells and Jean Bothwell,
(MM)
. .. .... . . ... .
. .. . 75¢

$1.25
75¢

-

THEME: THE CHANCING CITY
CHALLENGES THE CHURCH
Adult
_THESE CITIES CLORIOUS, Lawrence H . Janssen,

Church Wide Study

(MM) Paper .

OUR MISSION TODAY, Tracy Jones, (BD)

_Paper .
_Cloth

.$1.00
$3.50

. ... .. $1.75

_ADULT CUIDE ON "THE CHANCINC CITY," C. Richard Brown.
(MM)
.. 75¢
- - MY BROTHER IS A STRANCER, Bruce Hilton, (MM) Supple-

m entary

.$1.75

_ADULT TEACHER'S CUIDE TO OUR MISSION TODAY, John R.
Wilkins. (BD) Paper . .
. . 50¢

Youth

Youth

-

$1 .7 5
MUD WALLS AND STREET MILLS, Richard W. Taylor and M .
$1.75
M . Thomas, (MM) Paper, Older Youth
_THE CROSS IS LIFTED, Chandran Devansen, (MM) For Senior
High and Older Youth P a p e r
$1.25
COME TO SHANTA BHAWAN, Alice Cobb, (MM) Paper,
Junior High
. .. $1.75
HOW TO USE "COME TO SHANTA BHAWAN," Margaret
Patton, (MM)
.. . . . .... ... 75¢
_THIS IS SOUTHERN ASIA , G . Earl Leard, (MM) Paper
85¢
S enior Highs

_FUN AND FESTIVAL FROM INDIA, PAKISTAN, CEYLON, AND
NEPAL, Irene Wells and Jean Bothwell, (MM) Paper .
. 75¢
WHEN FAITH MEETS FAITH, David M . Stowe, (MM)

_Paper
_Cloth

......... ...
....... .. .

MY BROTHER IS A STRANCER, Bruce Hilton, (MM) Paper,

Senior High

- · WHAT REALLY COUNTS?, Rob ert Powell, (MM) Paper,

. .... . $1.95
$3.50

Children

$1. 7 5

_YOUTH CUIDE ON "THE CHANCINC CITY," Rose Barford,

(MM) Paper

..... ......... 75¢
THE REACHERS, John Henderson, (MM> Paper .. ....... $1.75
_HOW TO USE "THE REACHERS," Lucy Eldredge,
(MM) Paper
. 75¢
FOCUS : THE CHANCINC CITY, Ted Kimmel and Ward Kaiser,
(MM)
$1.50

Children
_TEN OPEN DOORS, Gertrude Jenness Rinden, (MM) Paper,

Junior

$1. 7 5

_JUNIOR TEACHER'S CUIDE ON "THE CHANCINC CITY," Gertrude Jenness Rinden, (MM) Pape r. Junior
. 75¢
_HOUSE ON THE CORNER, Mattie Lula Cooper, (MM) Paper,

Primary

$1.75

_PRIMARY TEACHER'S CUIDE ON "THE CHANCINC CITY,"
_THE

COLDEN

COIN,

Grace W. McGavran,

(MMi

Junior

Paper.
.$1.75

_JUNIOR TEACHER'S CUIDE ON INDIA, Grace Storms Tower,
(MM) Paper
75¢
_THE BUFFALO AND THE BELL, Myra Scovel , (MM) Paper.

Primary
-

PRIMARY

. $1. 7 5
TEACHER'S CUIDE

ON

INDIA, Lulu Hathaway,

(MM) Paper

75¢
_WORLD FRIENDS: IN INDIA, Picture Album
. . .. $1.50
_CHILDREN OF INDIA, Nina Millen , (MM) Paper
.... $1.50
_ A PET FOR CHANDRAN, Sara Klein Clarke, (MM) Paper 95¢

-

Carrie Lou Goddard, (MM) Paper, Primary
-

.. 75¢

WORLD FRIENDS: THE CITY'S CHILDREN, Picture Album,
(MM) Primary and Junior
$1.50
RONNIE'S WISH, Jeanette Perkins Brown , (MM) Reading

Books
_Paper
_Boards

95¢
... $ISO
KEIKO'S BIRTHDAY, Jeanette Perkins Brown, (MM) Reading
Books
_Paper . . .. . . . .. . .
95¢
_Boards
$1.50

.

Please send me postpaid, copies of the books indicated above .

.

D Payment enclosed D Charge to my account

Send Mail Orders to Regional Service Centers
DALLAS 1, TEXAS • NASHVILLE 3, TENN. • PARK RIDGE, ILL.
RICHMOND 16, VA. • SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIF. • TEANECK, N.
COKESBURY RETAIL STORES
Atlanta • Baltimore • Boston • Chicago • Cincinnati
Dallas • Detroit • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Nashville

New York • Pittsburgh • Portland • Richmond • San Francisco

D Open an account In my name
Add state sales tax where it applies.

J.
SEND T O - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street or RFD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State - - - - - - -

,
The Ultimate In

QuaQity QibtcgibQe~
Exclusively Yours
At COKESBURY

H

to your gift Bible problem. Cokcsbury now presents
a series of Bibles prppared especially for Methodists-combining the
utmost in quality and goo::! features, and priced to fit the budget! These
Revised Standard Version Bibles arc perfect for promotion, gifts, and the
special helps included will aid everyone in Bible study.
The Cokesbury Bibles feature a section of study helps prepared especially
for Methodists by Dr. Henry M. Bullock, who is editor of church school publications of The Methodist Church. Dr. Bullock has explained the Bible in
terms that are clear to all age groups.
For years Methodists have asked for a quality low-priced gift Bible. Here
is Cokesbury's answer! We know that you will be proud to give these fine
new Bibles.
ERE 1s THE ANSWER

SPECIAL PROMOTION BIBLE

FINE CONCORDANCE BIBLE

(Illustrated above. ) This promotion Bible
Is prepared to meet the needs of the
young Methodist, with 32 pages of special Methodist study helps, 15 full-color
photographs, 16 pages of full-color maps
and charts. Clear, easy-to-read type. Two
page presentation certificate. Limp style
binding. A vallable In black genuine
leather or black Sturdlte. BLACK STURDITE . C0-2.
1-4 copies
each. postpaid, $3.75
5 or more
cacli, postpaid, S2.75
BLACK GENUINE LEATHER. C0-2L.
Each
postpaid, S7 .95

(Illustrated below, right.) Cokesbury's
fine Concordance Bible has been created
to give you the utmost help In your
study of the Bible. Includes 32 pages of
special Methodist study helps, 2 page
presentation certificate, 6 page family
register, 16 full-color lllustratlons . 8
pages of maps. Bound In black Sturdlte
and printed on fine Indo-te"t paper.
Size 450"7 Inches; page edges stained In
red. Gift bo"ed with ribbon marker.
C0-3C.
1-4 copies
each, postpaid, $5.95
5 or more
each, postpaid, $4.49

COKESBURY'S BUDGET-PRICED BIBLES
(Illustrated above). These new Cokesbury
Bibles arc designed to gi\·e you the most
\•alue for your mane~-. Available In black . .-ed.
or white Pajo, a new Imitation leather that Is
strong nnd cnsy to keep clean. Included nrc 32
pages or special Methodis t stud~· helps. 16 fullcolor lllustratlons. 8 pages or full-color maps.
a two-p a ge presentation ccrtific:itc, a summary
of books of the Bible, and a chronological outline. Easy to rc:td type. Size. 5"x.7".
CO- I B. Black binding. Red Edges.
1-4 copies
1X1ch. postpaid. $2.25
5 or more
each, posrpaicl. S 1.69
CO- IR. Red blndln~ . Red Edges .
1-4 copies
each, postpaid. 52.25
5 or more
each, postpaid, $1.69
CO-IW. White binding. Amber Edges.
1-4 copies
eac·1. p.>s:paid. $2.25
5 or more . . . . . . .
each, postpaid, Sl.69

Add State Sales Tar l\'hcrc It Applies
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Send Moil Orders

to

w

Regional Service Centers

DALLAS 1, TEXAS • NASHVILLE 3, TENN. • PARK RIDGE, ILL.
RICHMOND 16, VA . • SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIF. • TEANECK, N. J,
COKESDURY RETAIL STORES
Atlanta • Baltimore • Boston • Chicago • Cincinnati

Dallas • Detroit • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Na\hvillc
New York • rithburgh • Portland • Richmond • San Francisco
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:!O And God said, "Let
brini; forth swarms of livin
and let birds fly above the
the firmament of the hca
God created the great sc

